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ABSTRACT
\ qB/,,o
This is Volume IV of a five-volume report compiled for the Marshall
Space Flight Center by the Aerospace Division, Westinghouse Defense and
Space Center, Baltimore under contract NAS 8-11205. Material for this
set of volumes has been obtained from independent studies performed to
determine sensor requirements for space missions.
Although the studies are applicable to space missions in general, it is
desired to place primary emphasis on the manned lunar mission. The
main volumes of this report, therefore, deal with the various phases of the
mission. Earth rendezvous - the procedure by which two vehicles are
brought into close proximity while in orbit about the earth - is not postulated
as a segment of the manned lunar mission. Consequently, the work pertain-
ing to earth rendezvous is compiled within this volume to present it as an
independent part of the overall report.
These studies have been organized along guidelines furnished by MIL-
D-8684A, paragraphs 3.4. 3. I and 3.4.3. 2. The study method utilized is
objective in nature and is separated in this Volume IV into two parts: Section
i, Part I, the Problem Definition, which defines the basic problem with respect
to (a) the goals to be realized, (b) the constraints imposed by physical laws
and natural phenomena, and (c) possible mathematical solutions to the problem;
Section 2, Part II, the Analytical Solution, which then uses the groundwork of
Section 1 to determine somewhat ideal nominal solutions as well as parametric
studies of variations about nominal values. This type of approach, rather
than determining the manner in which given subsystems operate together, de-
fines basic specifications for the system and its subsequent mechanization.
Although this report is concerned with sensor requirements, overall
systems, including the guidance and control sections, are defined to provide
a method for evaluation. Local (onboard) navigation, guidance, and control
is assumed. Error criteria to be used as a basis for evaluation are then
established and the results specify sensor requirements for rendezvous.
In the analyses, extensive use is made of various computer programs to
simulate the rendezvous procedure. These programs are discussed in the
appendixes which are a part of this volume.
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SUMMARY
This document, which examines the earth orbital rendezvous procedure,
is a compilation of independent parallel studies performed by the Missile
and Space Division of Raytheon Company under contract NASW-469 and
by the Aerospace Division of the Westinghouse Defense and Space Center,
Baltimore under contract NASW-460 and is organized according to
guidlines furnished by MIL-D-8684A(Aer) paragraphs 3.4. 3. 1 and 3.4. 3. 2.
In accordance with this specification, this document contains a Section 1
(Problem Definition), which examines the problem to be solved and which
delineates the considerations and assumptions forming the groundwork for
analysis, and a Section 2 (Analytical Solution), which solves the problem as
defined in Section 1 and contains the analyses performed and the results
obtained.
In Section i, the entire rendezvous procedure is separated into four
sequential segments: injection, midcourse, active rendezvous, and docking.
Visual observation and control is postulated for the docking phase, which
is not examined further in this report. The area of detailed investigation
extends from injection of the chaser into the transfer orbit through termina-
tion of active rendezvous which occurs when the chaser achieves a present
standoff range and range rate with respect to the target. A nominal mission
profile and guidance and control system are established to serve as a model
for the analyses.
In Section 2, this model is incorporated into computer programs, and these
computer programs are then utilized to determine parametrically the effects
of sensor errors on allowable injection errors and active rendezvous maneu-
ver errors. The allowable magnitude of sensor erros is then determined
with respect to deviations in the desired terminal conditions and with re-
spect to fuel consumption.
Three active phase guidance and control systems are utilized for the
analyses of the rendezvous procedure. The first system is an automatically
controlled, variable thrust level system based on proportional navigation
and referred to as modified proportional navigation (MPN). Paragraph 2. 2. 1
contains the analysis and results utilizing this system. A second system
comprises an automatically controlled constant thrust level, on-off tech-
nique. The analysis using this system is contained in paragraph 2. 2. 2.
The third system is similar to the second in principle of operation but
includes a pilot in the control loop. Paragraph 2. 2. 3 presents the analysis
and results using this system.
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Injection is considered to be an impulsive maneuver; i.e., a velocity
impulse is imparted instantaneously by the chaser vehicle to achieve the
transfer orbit. Consequently no simulation of guidance and control tech-
niques is employed for this maneuver.
Paragraph 2.2.4 discusses a midcourse measurement procedure for re-
ducing the uncertainties in estimating the state variables (position and
velocity} of the chaser.
Using the models and criteria assumed, it appears that present state-of-
the art sensor capabilities are sufficiently adequate for rendezvous pro-
cedures. It is noted, however, that as sensor accuracies are increased,
fuel consumption is reduced - an important consideration in space missions.
Dynamic errors (i.e., mechanization and control errors} also have an effect
in that larger dynamic errors necessitate more stringent sensor require-
ments.
Including a pilot in the control loop enables sensor requirements to be
relaxed somewhat. This appears to be the result of the inherent human
ability to filter, or smooth, observed data.
Appendixes A through G discuss the various computer programs used
in obtaining the sensor requirements. Appendix H shows the effect of
random noise on switching boundaries of a nominal on-off rendezvous guid-
ance and control system.
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1. PROBLEM DEFINITION
I. 1 INTRODUCTION
Rendezvous refers to the process of bringing two vehicles into close
spacial proximity while in orbit about a prime body. The purpose of the
rendezvous maneuver is to transfer men and supplies from one vehicle to
another and/or to join two vehicles to form one larger vehicle.
Earth rendezvous procedures will constitute an integral part of future
space missions such as the construction and resupply of a space station or
large interplanetary vehicle in orbit about the earth. Physical constraints
and energy limitations dictate that a facility of appreciable size be launched
from earth in sections and assembled in orbit. Thus, as each section is
launched, it must rendezvous with the preceding section(s) to be incorporated
into the structure.
Once a long duration orbital facility is established it will be necessary to
provide logistic support by ferrying men and materials from earth. Conse-
quently, the ferry vehicle must be capable of performing rendezvous with
the space station.
For purposes of generality, the vehicle with which rendezvous is to be
established is hereinafter referred to as the target vehicle, and the vehicle
performing the rendezvous is referred to as the chaser. During rendezvous,
it is postulated that the target vehicle assumes a passive role and the chaser
assumes an active role by executing the necessary maneuvers to close upon
the target in a prescribed manner. Local {onboard} navigation, guidance,
and control is assumed.
Rendezvous must, of necessity, be automatic for unmanned vehicles and
may be either manual, automatic, or a combination of the two for manned
vehicles. If the chaser vehicle is manned, docking, which is the final phase
of rendezvous, is expected to be accomplished under manual control using
visual observations.
This report presents analyses performed to establish navigational sensor
requirements for rendezvous. Navigation with respect to vehicle guidance
and control may be said in a general sense to be: (a) the sensing of vehicle
position and possibly position time derivatives, (b) prediction of the vehicles
state variables based upon sensor information, and (c) comparison of the
output of the prediction computation with a nominal set of conditions. Guidance
in the same respect may be said to be navigation plus the employment of the
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discrepancy between the computed and the nominal set of conditions to compute
control commands. Guidance control (including signals for attitude control)
may, in general, be said to be the employment of control commands, possibly
together with further sensor data through control actuators and vehicle dy-
namics to influence vehicle position and its time derivatives. Thus, the
navigation function constitutes the basis for guidance, and guidance and control
together determine the vehicle trajectory in space. The primary emphasis in
this study is upon the navigation function and, in particular, upon the sensor
accuracy requirements. Therefore, the entire guidance function is con-
sidered only to the extent that it affects navigation requirements, and
control is not considered except in terms of directional thrust control. To
determine navigational sensor requirements, however, guidance and control
systems must, in general, be studied, evaluated, selected and assumed as a
basis for sensor accuracy requirements, and control accuracies must be
allotted. In general, the results of these studies are applicable to either the
manned or the unmanned case, the principal assumption being that of local
guidance.
The notations used in the analytical methods for determining sensor re-
quirements for earth rendezvous missions are summarized below.
SUMMARY OF NOTATION
%
e
Longitudinal acceleration of chaser
Normal acceleration of chaser
Orientation of LOS (line of sight) with respect to an inertial reference
g
h
Line of sight angular rate with respect to inertial space
2
9. 81 m/sec
Chaser altitude
I
sp
K,
M
o
K 1
Propellant specific impulse
, and K 2 Control parameters.
Initial mass of chaser
M
P
R
Propellant consumed by chaser because of thrusting
Chaser-to-target range
R
Chaser-to-target range rate
Chaser-to-target range at initiation of active rendezvous
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StF
t
S
t.
1
AV
AV h
Control parameter
Time
Firing time of chaser engines
Data storage time for smoothing process
Time interval between data measurements
Velocity increment
Velocity increment required for nominal Hohmann transfer
X,Y,Z
X,
Y
_oT
Position components (general)
Y, Z Velocity components (general)
Yaw (out-of-plane) attitude angle of chaser
Pitch (in-plane) attitude angle of chaser
Central angle between chaser and target radius vectors during
r ende zvous
Angular orbital velocity of target
Sub scripts :
Value of quantity at termination of active rendezvous
Value of quantity at injection
o Value of quantity at start of active rendezvous
1. 1. 1 Profile of Rendezvous Phase
At initiation of the rendezvous maneuver, the target vehicle is in a
nominal circular parking orbit about the earth. The chaser then achieves
a transfer orbit which intercepts the orbit of the target at the point of
rendezvous. Injection of the chaser into the transfer orbit may be made
by direct ascent from the earth or from an intermediate parking orbit.
Figure I-I illustrates each of these procedures.
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Figure 1-1. Rendezvous Procedures
A complete rendezvous procedure is considered to be composed of four
sequential segments:
a. Injection into transfer orbit
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b. Midcourse phase
c. Active phase prior to the rendezvous point
d. Docking
Within the scope of this investigation, however, rendezvous is considered
complete when the chaser achieves a prescribed range and relative velocity
with respect to the target. Docking is not investigated because of the
likely dependence on manual control.
Injection occurs when thechaser, on the basis of prior or present mea-
surements, determines that it is properly phased with the target. It then
imparts a computed incremental velocity vector, by rocket propulsion, to
establish a transfer ellipse which either intersects or is tangential to the
target vehicle orbit at the anticipated rendezvous point. Measurement data,
from which the incremental velocity is computed, are based on the relative
positions and velocities of the target and chaser.
The midcourse portion of this transfer trajectory is covered with the
chaser in an inactive or coasting mode. Then, at relatively short range
(approximately 20-50 km), the active phase of rendezvous commences. On
the basis of rendezvous sensor measurements to the target, the chaser
executes a series of maneuvers to close smoothly and safely to within a pre-
scribed range and range rate relative to the target.
It is seen, then, that sensors are required for the proper execution of
the injection maneuver and the active rendezvous phase. Also, it may be
desirable to make observations during the midcourse phase in order to
maintain greater accuracy in the estimation of the state variables (position
and velocity) of the chaser. The objective of the analysis contained herein
is to establish sensor requirements, both in accuracy and dynamic range,
for earth rendezvous procedures, and to present the techniques used in the
analyse s.
i. 1.2 Observables
The nature of the rendezvous problem specifies that knowledge of the
relative geometry and dynamics between the chaser and target is required
to execute the procedure. Consequently, observables measured by the
rendezvous sensor system should give this information. Observables
examined in this study are:
a. Chaser-to-target range
b. Chaser-to-target range rate
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c. LOS (line of sight} azimuth angle
d. LOS azimuth angular rate
e. LOS elevation angle
f. LOS elevation angular rate
i. 2 FORMULATION OF ANALYTICAL MODEL
In this study, a fundamental rendezvous model is formulated and used as a
tool in the determination of required sensor accuracies and dynamic ranges.
This model defines the basic geometrical and dynamic relationships of a
rendezvous procedure. These basic relationships can then be combined with
various navigation, guidance, and control techniques in order to evaluate the
effects of sensor performance on the overall system.
1.2. I Geometry
It is postulated that the target is in a circular orbit about the earth at an
altitude between 500 and i000 km. At the start of the rendezvous, the chaser
is in a circular parking orbit of approximately185 km (i00 n. mi) which is
essentially coplanar with the target orbit. To initiate the rendezvous, the
chaser injects into a transfer orbit which intersects the target orbit at the
nominal point of rendezvous. The transfer orbit is the nominal Hohmann or
180-degree which is the minimum energy two pulse transfer between orbits.
Use of the coplanar, 180-degree transfer is made since a rendezvous requir-
ing a change of plane and/or a non-Hohmann transfer can require substantial
energy expenditures, - an important consideration in space missions. Also,
use of a parking orbit, rather than direct ascent, is postulated. This re-
duces the sensitivity in the launch windows and allows greater time for
proper phasing of the chaser and target prior to injection because of the in-
herent difference in their orbital velocities. Consequently, the proposed
model is felt to be commensurate with anticipated space procedure.
A spherical nonrotating earth i6 assumed and the effects of orbital pre-
cession and line of apside rotation are ignored because of the relatively
short time required for rendezvous. The essentially fixed geometry of this
model poses no serious drawbacks since it is the propagation of navigation
errors, rather than the rendezvous itself, which is of primary interest and
navigation accuracy is relatively insensitive to changes in mission geometry.
I. 2. 2 Injection
Injection is essentially an impulsive maneuver by which an incremental
velocity vector is imparted to the chaser to place it on the transfer orbit.
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This incremental velocity is computed from knowledge of the relative
geometry and dynamics between target and chaser and is imparted by rocket
thrust.
Errors in the injection maneuver cause deviations from the desired or
reference transfer orbit. These errors may be introduced as position errors,
velocity vector errors, and timing errors.
Position errors may be separated into three components:
a. The radial error occurs owing to the lack of precise knowledge of the
radius from the center of the earth's gravitational field to the point of in-
jection (nominally, perigee of the Hohmann transfer ellipse).
b. Lateral displacement reflects an out-of-plane condition of the chaser
which must be corrected, preferably at the nodal point of the planes of the
transfer ellipse and target orbit. Nominally, the parking orbit will be
coplanar with the target orbit.
c. In-track displacement errors are equivalent to phasing errors which
are discussed subsequently.
Velocity vector errors occur in magnitude and direction as follows:
a. The magnitude of the incremental velocity imparted may be in error
because of improper command due to poor orbital information or because of an
error in execution such as erroneous velocity cutoff due to an accelerometer
error or incorrect termination of the rocket thrust itself.
b. The direction of the velocity maneuver may have an angular error
in elevation (in the orbital plane) or azimuth (out of the orbital plane).
These directional errors may result from erroneous commands, vehicle
attitude errors during firing or thrust misalignment.
Phasing errors develop when the chaser fails to inject into the desired
transfer ellipse at the correct time, either because of inaccurate informa-
tion or because of an error in execution.
Each of the above errors will propagate along the transfer ellipse
resulting in final errors in position and velocity at rendezvous should no
active corrections be employed. These errors are a combination of
measurement errors and control errors (computational errors are assumed
to be negligible), and no attempt is made to separate the two sources.
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1.2.3 Midcourse
Deviations in the state variables of the chaser from the state variables of
the reference transfer orbit result from errors in injection. During the
midcourse phase, therefore, it may be desirable to perform measurements
which can be used to reduce the uncertainties in the estimation of the true
state variables. Greater accuracy in the knowledge of the chaser position
and velocity can result in more efficient corrective maneuvers prior to or
during the active rendezvous phase.
The accuracy with which the state variables may be determined is
dependent upon the error inherent in measurement of observables and the
computational technique employed to obtain the deviations at the point of
r ende zvous.
The procedure investigated makes use of the Clohessey-Wiltshire matrix,
described in Ref. l-l. , to describe the propagation of the uncertainties in
the state variables along the reference trajectory. At some point in the mid-
course phase, measurements are performed on the relative dynamics be-
tween the chaser and target. These measurements are utilized in a correc-
tion matrix which is used to operate on the predicted uncertainties in the
state variables at that point. This operation yields a new, reduced set of
uncertainties which may then be propagated to a future point on the reference
trajectory, either the point of next measurement or the terminal rendezvous
point.
The primary objective of the midcourse analysis is to determine the
optimum combinations of observables which, when used in the correction
matrix, yield the minimum uncertainties in the estimated state variables.
1.2.4 Active Rendezvous
When the chaser-to-target range has decreased to approximately 20-50
kin, the chaser initiates a procedure of maneuvering to close on the target
ina prescribed manner. For analysis of this active phase, it is necessary
to specify a guidance technique and thrust program for the chaser. Sensor
errors may then be incorporated to determine their effect on the active
phase.
1.2.4. 1 Basic Guidance Techniques
a. On-Off Guidance - This rendezvous guidance philosophy
is representative of many guidance schemes. The basic characteristics
are described in the following paragraphs.
Guidance and control is separated into two channels, normal control
and longitudinal control. Normal control is exercised so as to maintain the
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line-of-sight inertial angular rate at a value near zero so that the chaser
maintains a closing course on the target. This is accomplished by firing a
rocket thrust normal to the line of sight and in the plane of line-of-sight
rotation when the magnitude of the line-of-sight rotation exceeds a given
threshold. The thrust direction is such that the magnitude of the angular
rate is driven below the threshold value.
For the Hohmann transfer, the line of sight maintains a relatively
constant orientation with respect to inertial space during the portion of the
trajectory covered by the active phase. Consequently, only minor rotations
of the line of sight due to orbital perturbations and injection errors should
be encountered.
Longitudinal control is exercised to reduce the range and range rate
in a manner which prevents collision of the target and chaser. A graphical
illustration of longitudinal control is illustrated in figure I-2 in which a
phase plane (range vs range rate) is shown.
w
i,l
z
,cl
ll:
RANGE
1750D- VA -67
Figure I-2. Typical Phase Plane Trajectory for
Active Rendezvous
The magnitude of range and range rate at a given instant of time may
be plotted as a point on the phase plane. Plotting points over successive
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intervals of time produces a time history of the relative dynamics (called a
phase plane trajectory) between the chaser and target (see figure I-2).
Ideally, the phase plane trajectory follows the broken line. This type of
performance, however, necessitates variable thrust levels along the long-
itudinal axis of the chaser.
When constant level thrust is employed for discrete intervals of time the
longitudinal control system is mechanized so that all points of range versus
range rate during the rendezvous maneuver are made to fall within the
switching region on the phase plane. This region is defined by two curves
which are determined through consideration of the mission geometry and
dynamics and the chaser acceleration capabilities. When the points of the
phase plane trajectory fall above the upper curve, thrusting is initiated
along the longitudinal axis so as to decrease the range rate and cause the
trajectory to fall within the switching region. Thrust is applied until the
trajectory falls below the lower curve at which time thrusting ceases. The
range then decreases at essentially constant value, and the trajectory
approaches the upper boundary. The process is repeated until the final
values of range and range rate are achieved.
Equations of the switching region boundaries have the general form:
=_K a_ R- Rfl (1-1)
where
= range rate
R = range
Rf = final or standoff range at termination of the active phase
a = longitudinal acceleration of the chaser
L
K = constant having a different value for each boundary such that
K I> K 2 where K 1 applies to the upper boundary and K 2 to the lower boundary.
Consideration must be taken of orbital characteristics and vehicle dynamic
capabilities in determining the values of the thresholds and constants for the
active phase guidance laws.
It is postulated that both the normal and longitudinal rockets have constant
thrust levels and that the percentage variation of the chaser mass during
active rendezvous is slight, thereby resulting in constant accelerations in
both channels.
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b. Modified Proportional Navigation - A modified proportional navigation
scheme is considered in addition to the on-off system. Control is separated
into a longitudinal and a normal channel, but variable acceleration levels
are employed. The magnitude of the accelerations are determined by the
relative dynamics as defined by the following equations.
• 2 '2
K-l R -Rf
(I -2)
aL - K R - Rf
aN = + K , (1-3)
where
R = chaser-to-target range
= chaser-to-target range rate
Rf = desired values of range and range rate at termination of theR f,
active phase
= LOS angular rate in inertial space
S,K = control parameters
For analysis, this control technique has an inherent advantage over the
on-off system in that it lends itself to linearization.
1.2.4. 2 Chaser Vehicle Configuration
For purposes of this investigation a basic vehicle configuration is
defined to facilitate incorporation of the guidance and control techniques.
The extent of this definition is such that the relationship of the thrust
rockets to the line of sight is defined.
A cartesian coordinate system is assumed coincident with the center
of mass of the chaser. The X -axis is the longitudinal axis along which the
b
longitudinal engine is aligned and therefore is aligned in the general direction
of the line of sight. It also serves as the reference axis from which the
line-of-sight azimuth and elevation angles are measured.
The Y, - and Z. -axes, then, are the normal axes. It is postulated that
engines a°ligned a_ong these axes can be fired in either direction to null the
line-of-sight rotation with minimum attitude control requirements.
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i. 2.4. 3 Errors in Measurement of Observables
Types of errors which are assumed to occur in the measurement of the
observables are typical of the sensor systems considered. In the measure-
ment of range and range rate, two types of error are considered: a bias
error and a normally distributed random error. Each of these errors, in
turn, comprises two parts: one which is independent of range and one
which is a percent of range. Angle and angular rate measurements, however,
are assumed to have errors which are independent of the measured quantity;
i.e. , a bias and/or a normally distributed random error, each independent
of the magnitude of the measured observable.
The inertial platform forms the attitude reference to which the line-of-
sight angles are measured. Although the platform may have an attitude
error, the platform is assumed to be rate stabilized with sufficient accuracy
that the angular rate error is essentially negligible.
i. 3 ANALYSIS
To analyze the effects of sensor errors on the rendezvous procedure,
the various guidance schemes are combined with the basic geometry and
incorporated in computer programs. Automatic and piloted control of the
active rendezvous phase are investigated, resulting in both digital and
analog simulations. Use of computer simulations enables the effects of
errors to be studied in a parametric manner.
Other than overall mission safety, two considerations are utilized in
determining allowable sensor performance. The first and perhaps most
significant is propellant consumption. The amount of propellant expended
in executing an orbital transfer and rendezvous is of great importance to
a space mission because of the equivalent vehicle mass penalty. In this
phase of the study, an equivalent incremental velocity AV/_VvI, applied
during the rendezvous phase is considered as a non-dimensional measure
of propellant consumption independent of fuel specific impulses and
vehicle mass. The equivalent mass of propellant consumed may be found
by the relation
M =M
p o
where
M = initial vehicle mass
o
= propellant specific impulse
sp
2
g = 9.81 m/sec
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Both injection errors and sensor errors cause incremental velocity
requirements which are in excess of that required for a perfect Hohmann
transfer (A VH). By postulating a maximum value for the ratio, A__V
AV H '
resulting from a given error, the maximum value of that error can be
determined.
It is postulated that a 30- error at injection shall not result in more than
a 20-percent increase inAVover the nominal _V H, when no sensor errors
are included during the active rendezvous phase. Similarly, a given 3 0-
error occurring in a measured observable during active rendezvous shall
not result in more than a 50-percent increase in AV over nominal AV H.
A second consideration is to specify the maximum deviation in the
specified chaser-to-target range and range rate at termination of the
rendezvous, resulting from sensor error. The maximum, allowable
deviations are arbitrarily set at ±Z0 percent for both range and range rate.
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Z. ANALYTICAL SOLUTION
This section presents analytical methods for determining sensor require-
ments for earth rendezvous missions. The basic problem is discussed in
Section I, Problem Definition. Also, the nominal geometric and dynamic
relationships of rendezvous are outlined and the ground rules for analysis are
presented.
It is to be noted that no specific types of equipment are used in the analysis.
Instead, specifications for the operation of the overall system and its sub-
sequent mechanization are defined. Consequently, the results obtained are
nominal solutions as well as parametric variations about the nominal.
2.1 BACKGROUND
The two vehicles between which the rendezvous is to be established are
referred to as the target and chaser. The target is postulated as taking a
passive role by remaining in a nominally circular orbit about the earth. All
active maneuvering required to establish the rendezvous is performed by the
chaser vehicle.
g.l.1 Mission Profile
Initially, the chaser may be in a parking orbit which is essentially coplanar
with the target orbit. Atransfer orbit, which intersects or is tangential to
the target orbit at the nominal point of rendezvous is then achieved by the
chaser in order to close on the target.
An alternate method is to have the chaser ascend directly from the earth's
surface to achieve the transfer orbit. However, because of the increased
launch window sensitivity, this method is not considered.
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Four sequential phases make up the overall rendezvous procedure. These
are injection, midcourse, active rendezvous, and docking.
• I__ection. Injection occurs when the chaser, using measurements of the
relative geometry and dynamics between the chaser and target, imparts a
computed incremental velocity vector thereby achieving the transfer orbit.
• Midcourse. The midcourse phase encompasses the major portion of the
time that the chaser is travelling the transfer orbit. During this time, no
active maneuvering is performed by the chaser.
• Active Rendezvous. At a chaser-to-target range of Z5 to 50 km, the
chaser begins a series of active maneuvers to effect closure upon the target
in a manner prescribed by the guidance law used. Control of the active
rendezvous may be completely automatic or may include a pilot in the control
loop. This phase ends when the relative range and range rate between the
target and chaser have been reduced to specified values.
• Docking. The docking phase brings the chaser into physical contact with
the target. It is envisioned that manual control based upon visual observa-
tions by the pilot will be used to effect docking. This phase is considered to
be beyond the scope of this report and is not investigated.
Z.I.Z Observables
Rendezvous is basically a problem involving the relationship of two
vehicles and requires information concerning the relative geometry and
dynamics between them. This consideration dictates the observables to be
utilized:
a. Range
b. Range rate
c. LOS elevation angle
d. LOS elevation angular rate
e. LOS azimuth angle
f. LOS azimuth angular rate
The angles and angular rates may be measured either with respect to the
chaser or with respect to inertial space.
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Z.1.3 Rendezvous Model
A basic rendezvous model is formulated which is composed of two basic
parts: (a) geometry and (b) guidance and control. These parts, which are dis-
cussed in the following subsections, are combined into computer simulations
which are utilized in the analysis.
2.1.3.1 Basic Geometry
At initiation of rendezvous the target is assumed to be in a circular orbit
at an altitude of 555 to 925 km (300 to 500 n.mi). The chaser is assumed to
be in a 185 km (100 n.mi) circular parking orbit which is essentially co-
pianar with the target orbit. A Hohmann transfer, the minimum energy to
pulse transfer between orbits, is chosen as the reference trajectory.
The above geometry is chosen for the rendezvous primarily on the basis
of energy considerations. Perturbations such as precession of the orbital
planes and rotation of the line of apsides are neglected because of the rela-
tively short time required to perform the rendezvous.
2.1.3.2 Guidance and Control
Injection is considered to be an impulsive maneuver, consequently no
simulation of guidance and control techniques is performed. An incremental
velocity is assumed to be imparted to the chaser at the injection point.
Active rendezvous is assumed to occur during the last few hundred
seconds of the transfer orbit, During this phase, the attitude of the chaser
is maintained such that the Xb-axis (longitudinal axis) is essentially along
the line of sight to the target, and the Yb- and Zb-axes are in the orbital
plane and perpendicular to the orbital plane respectively.
Variations of a basic guidance and control scheme for the chaser are
utilized in the simulations. This basic scheme is separated into two
channels, longitudinal and normal.
Longitudinal control is exercised to cause a definite chaser-to-target
range-range-rate relationship to occur. The relationship is best illustrated
using a phase plane plot of range vs range rate as shown in figure Z-1.
Plotting instantaneous values of range and range rate over successive inter-
vals of time yields a phase plane trajectory.
One guidance and control scheme studied utilizes a method of longitudinal
control which calls for continuously applied thrust of variable magnitude
along the longitudinal axis, the magnitude being determined by the relative
dynamics between the target and chaser. The direction of thrust is such as
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to decrease the range rate. In this case, the phase-plane trajectory is made
to follow the dashed line of figure 2-I.
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Figure Z-I. Phase Plane Trajectories for Two Variations
of the Basic Longitudinal Control
In the case where constant magnitude thrusting during discrete intervals
(on-off guidance) is postulated, the phase plane trajectory is made to fall
within the switching region bounded by the two solid lines. This is accom-
plished by firing the longitudinal engines when the trajectory reaches the up-
per boundary thereby reducing the range rate. When the trajectory reaches
the lower boundary, thrust is shut down. A typical phase plane trajectory for
on-off guidance is shown by the dotted line of figure 2-I.
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Normal control is exercised to keep the magnitude of the line-of-sight
rotation rate with respect to inertial space close to zero. This maintains the
chaser on a closing course with the target and is accomplished by thrusting
with rockets mounted normal to the longitudinal axis of the chaser (and, there-
fore, essentially normal to the line of sight). It is postulated that thrust may be
applied in either direction along the normal axis thereby reducing the attitude
control problem.
When variable thrust is used, the magnitude is proportional to the line-of-
sight rotation. In the case of the on-off system, upper and lower thresholds
are established. Thrust is applied when the magnitude of the line-of-sight
rate exceeds the upper threshold and is not used when the magnitude falls
below the lower threshold.
In either of the above cases, the normal axis along which the thrust is ap-
plied must be kept in the plane of line-of-sight rotation by controlling the roll
attitude of the chaser.
More detailed descriptions of the guidance and control philosophies used,
including pertinent equations, are included in subsection 2.2.
2.I.4 Error Characterization
Errors investigated in this study occur during rendezvous at two points:
in the injection manuever and in the measurement of observables during
active rendezvous.
2.I.4.1 Injection Errors
Errors occurring during the injection maneuver belong to one of the follow-
ing categories.
a. Position Error - Errors in the position of the chaser may be
separated into in-track errors, radial errors, and lateral or out-of-plane
errors.
b. Velocity Errors - The incremental velocity imparted to the chaser
may have errors in magnitude and/or direction. I_rrors in magnitude occur
because of errors in determination of the required velocity increment or
improper actuation of the thrust rockets. A directional error results from
improper control of the vehicle attitude.
c. Timing Errors - A timing error occurs when the chaser imparts the
incremental velocity at the incorrect time. This is equivalent to a down range
or in-track error in position.
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Injection errors may be the result of measurement errors and/or control
errors. Since no control philosophy is postulated at injection, no attempt is
made to separate the error sources.
2.1.4.2 Errors in Measurement of Observables During Active Rendezvous
The observables, all or combination of which may be measured during
active rendezvous, are range, range rate, line-of-sight angle, and line-of-
sight angular rate. The form of the errors for each is as follows:
a. RanGe Measurement Errors. - These errors are assumed to have
a bias error or a normally distributed random error or both. Each of these
errors comprises a fixed component and a component which is a given per-
centage of range.
b. RanGe Rate Measurement Errors. - Errors in measurement of
range rate are postulated to have the same form as range measurement errors
but are uncorrelated to the range measurement errors.
c. Angle Measurement Errors. - These errors are random in nature
and follow a normal distribution about the actual value.
d. Angular Rate Measurement Errors. - These errors are assumed to
be similar in nature, but uncorrelated to angle measurement errors.
g.1.5 Analytical Effort
Investigation of both manned and unmanned rendezvous requires a variety
of computer programs, digital and analog, to be used in determining the
effects of errors on the rendezvous procedure.
Each injection error is studied with respect to the resulting errors in the
state variables at rendezvous and the increase in fuel expenditures. Sensi-
tivity coefficients relating injection errors to errors at the nominal point of
rendezvous are derived, and the increased velocity requirements to correct
for these errors during the active rendezvous phase are determined utilizing
the computer programs and analytical methods. No measurement errors are
assumed during active rendezvous when analyzing injection errors.
In determining the effect of measurement errors, the active rendezvous is
simulated, with a fixed injection error for each run to establish a basis for
comparison. Measurement errors are included individually to find their
relative effect on the ability of the chaser to achieve the desired terminal
condition. Incremental velocity requirements are also determined.
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It is stipulated that each individual injection error of 3or magnitude shall
not result in a velocity increase of more than Z0 percent over the velocity re-
quirements for the ideal Hohmann transfer. The velocity requirements are
determined by including the active phase guidance and control with no errors
included on the measurement of observables.
Two criteria are used in determining the allowable magnitude of measure-
ment errors.
a. An individual 3a measurement error shall not require more than
a 50-percent incremental velocity increase (for the complete rendezvous)
over that of the ideal Hohmann transfer.
b. An individual 3a measurement error shall not result in more than
a :LZ0-percent deviation in the desired position and velocity at termination of
the active rendezvous phase.
Z. Z ANALYSIS
It was stated previously that there are three phases of rendezvous which
are of concern in this investigation: (a) injection into ascent trajectory, (b)
midcourse, and (c) active rendezvous. Sensors are required to obtain the
information necessary for execution of maneuvers. In this subsection are
set forth those assumptions and procedures used to determine the accuracies
and dynamic ranges required of the injection and rendezvous sensors.
Three separate analyses of injection and active rendezvous are performed
in this investigation. Each analysis utilizes a separate rendezvous model.
Included are discussions of the specific models including the pertinent tech-
niques, equations and constants, the analysis performed, and the results of
the analyses.
Each model is built around the basic framework presented previously in
which the chaser parking orbit is essentially coplanar with the target orbit
and the reference transfer trajectory between the orbits is defined as the
Hohmann transfer.
The three models differ primarily in the guidance techniques used. The
first guidance technique is automatic and utilizes a modified proportional
navigation system which assumes continuous applied thrust of varying mag-
nitude,
The second type of guidance is an on-off system which assumes constant
thrust engines. Engine firing is controlled by means of a predetermined
program basedupon the relative dynamics between chaser and target. This
system is also considered to be automatic.
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The third technique is similar to the second except that manual control by
a pilot is utilized to determine the effect of a human in the overall system
loop. Results based on this guidance technique are more qualitative than
quantitative.
Results obtained from each investigation are dependent upon the assumption
made and the model employed. Since each rendezvous analysis presented is
essentially different from and independent of the others it is felt that the
model, techniques, and results of each study should be presented as an entity.
Consequently, paragraph 2.g.l contains a discussion of the modified propor-
tional navigation model, the procedures and the assumptions made for its
use, and the results obtained. Paragraphs 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 contain equivalent
information for the automatic on-off and the manned on-off systems respec-
tively.
In paragraph g.?..4 is presented an analysis which derives a procedure
for reducing the uncertainties in the determination of the state variables of
the chaser by utilizing measurements during the midcourse phase. Results
of this analysis are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the mid-
course measurements.
g.Z.l Modified Proportional Navigation System
This paragraph contains a discussion of the analysis performed using modi-
fied proportional navigation (MPN). The pertinent characteristic of this
system is continuously applied, variable level thrust utilized in both the longi-
tudinal and normal channels.
Z.Z.I.I Model
In this rendezvous model, the active phase of which is simulated on a dig-
ital computer, the target is assumed to be in a 555 km (300 n.mi) circular
orbit and the chaser in a 185 km (100 n. mi) circular parking orbit. Injection
occurs when the chaser, by means of onboard and/or ground measurements,
assumes it is properly phased with the target and, therefore, at perigee of
the transfer orbit. At this time the chaser imparts a velocity impulse by
means of a rocket thrust thereby assuming the ascent trajectory.
After injection, the chaser travels the transfer orbit in a coasting mode
until the chaser-to-target range decreases to 18.5 km (I0 n.mi), at which
time active rendezvous begins. At this point the onboard sensor acquires the
target and the guidance system dictates the proper closure on the target.
Observables utilized are the chaser-to-target range and range rate and the
angular rate between the line of sight and an inertial reference.
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During the active rendezvous phase, longitudinal and lateral accelerations
are applied continuously. The instantaneous magnitude and direction of
these accelerations are defined by the following equations:
I_2 - R_ m/sec 2 (2-1)
a L = (0.6)*R - Rf
a N = (2. 1)* Re m/sec 2 (2-2)
where
R, R = chaser-to-target range (rn) and range rate
Rf, Rf = desired final chaser-to-target range (km) and range rate
= angular rate between the line of sight and an inertial reference
(rad)
The values of Rf and _(f which have been selected are 305 m (i ,000 ft) and
-3.05 m/sec (-10/sec) respectively.
Longitudinal acceleration is applied in one direction only, that direction
being such as to decrease the chaser-to-target closing velocity. Normal
acceleration may be applied in either of two directions (±) along the axis
which is normal to the line of sight and in the plane of line-of-sight rotation.
By permitting thrust to be applied in either direction (as determined by the
direction of the line-of-sight rotation) a minimum amount of attitude control
capability is required to keep the thrust axis in the plane of line-of-sight rota-
tion, thereby permitting a smoother, more accurate active rendezvous phase.
Measurement of the relative dynamics between the target and chaser is
done in a rotating cartesian coordinate system centered at the target vehicle.
The plane of rotation of this system is the XY-plane with the X-axis along the
local horizontal and the Y-axis along the radius vector from the center of the
earth's gravitational field. The Z-axis, therefore, is normal to the plane of
rotation and defines the axis of rotation (see figure Z-Z).
Appendix A (Volume IV) contains a discussion of the computer program.
Presented are the equations utilized in the program mechanization. Further
discussion of the guidance technique including determination of equations g-1
and 2-2 is contained in Appendix B (Volume IV).
%" The values for the coefficients in equations Z-I and 2-2 result when the
control parameters in equations 1-2 and I-3 are assigned the following
value s :
K=2.5
S=1.5
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Figure 2-2. Coordinate System for MPN Rendezvous Model
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Z.2.1.Z Analysis of Injection Maneuver
Errors encountered by the chaser, upon injecting from the parking orbit
to the transfer orbit, propagate along the reference trajectory and result in
position and/or velocity errors at initiation of the active rendezvous phase.
A linear analysis is performed to relate the errors at injection to the devia-
tions from the reference trajectory at the start of active rendezvous. Con-
sideration of the guidance law then determines the incremental velocities
which must be imparted during the active rendezvous phase to compensate
for these errors.
Injection errors in position and velocity are postulated• These are
represented by the column vector
_xX.
1
Ay.
1
AZ.
1
_X.
1
Ay.
1
AZ.
1
where the X-, Y-, and Z-components are measured in the rotating coordinate
system centered at the target vehicle.
Position and velocity errors at initiation of active rendezvous are also ex-
pressed as a column vector•
O
_Y
O
_Z
O
B
AX
O
Ay
o
_Z
O
B °
These errors are then related to the injection errors by the Clohessey-
Wiltshire error propagation matrix, EA]. (See Ref. 6.)
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This relationship is expressed by the matrix equation
_ _ Xxil
AX I
ol
AY Io, AYil
AZ I AZi/°': [4
ax i ax lol i
Ay I AY.i
ol ii
,az n,i azi[
where
[A] =
(z-4}
"l 6(_Tt - sin _T t) 0 24_T sin _T t - 3t Z___T1(1 - cos _T t) 0 1
0 4- 3 cos _T t 0 -_ (I - cos _Tt)_Tsin _Tt 0
T
1
0 0 cos _T t 0 0 -- sin _T t
_T
0 6_T(1- cos _T t) 0 4cos _T t- 3 Z sin _T t 0
_00 3_Tsin _T t 0 -Z sin _T t cos _T t
0 -_Tsin _T t 0 0
_T
-3
= angular orbital velocity of target (I. 096 x I0
0
cos _T t
rad/sec)
Velocity increments necessary to effect rendezvous are determined from
considerations of the modified-proportional-navigation guidance law and are
expressed as:
vN: ,+°), o olo,' -p'aneoorma,volocit,inc emeot,(Z-6}
SK - 1
where a =
K
_e' I0 0 (out-of-plane normal velocity increment) (2-7)
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where R = chaser-to-target range at initiation of the active rendezvous
0
e = in-plane line-of-sight angular rate at initiation of active rendezvous
o
e' = out-of-plane line-of-sight angular rate at initiation of rendezvous
0
The quantities on the right-hand sides of equations 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 can
be expressed in the target-centered coordinate system as follows:
R =JX 2 + y2
O o O
• (z-8)
XX +Y Y '
0 0 0 0
0
JX 2 + y2
(2-9)
O O •
• Yi -Y X
0 0 0 0
e = - ¢0 + (Z-10)
o T X 2 +y2
o O
" .
• Zo(X + Y Y ) Z
, o o o o o (2-11)
e -
0
o, o oy2.3 JX 2 + y2
where W_s the angular rate of the coordinate system which is equivalent to the
angular-orbital velocity of the target. Substituting equations 2-8 through
2.-11 in equations 2-5, 2-6, and 2-7 yields:
V L
I XX + YY
= 0 0
0 O
(Z-lZ)
vN: 1 ]2+y2+oooo
o o X 2 y2+
0 0
fl a] ]_X2o Zol IZ°X°X + Z Y YV,N= _ + y .__ o o o o
0
Z
0
X Z + yZ
O O
(z-13)
(Z-14)
Z-13
Consequently, the velocities required for executing the active rendezvous
maneuver can be expressed as
VL = fl(Xo' Y Z , X YO' O O' O' 0 )
VN : f2 (=' Xo' Yo' Zo'Xo' _o' _o )
V' = f3(a, X Y , Z , X ,Y Z )N o' o o o d o
where the o subscripts indicate the nominal state variables of the reference
trajectory at initiation of the active phase.
Deviations from the nominal values of the state variables result in in-
creased velocities to complete rendezvous. These velocity increases are
found by taking the differentials of equations Z-1Z, Z-13, and Z-14.
03fl 03 fl 03 fl 03fl afl • 03fl
AVL =aT _Xo O'Y'-+ AYo "_'+ AZo +- A X + -- Ay +-o o o ok o a_" o 03_.
0 o 0
(similarly for AV N and AV'N)
03f Of 03f
The partial derivatives _, 03y 03Z etc are arranged in a 3 x 6
O O O
[B] , and the deviations in the state variables AX, Ay, etc can bematrix,
expressed as a column vector resulting in the following equation:
AV L
AV N =
AV' N
03fl a fl a fl O_fl 0 fl 0 fl
OX o OY 03Z o_" 037 OZ0 0 0 0 0
Of Z af z af 2 Of Z Of Z Of z
0X---_ 0Y 0 Z _ 03? 0 Z'-O O O O O
@f3 af3 af3 Of3 @ f3 0 f3
ax a Y az a x a_? aT
0 0 0 0 0 0
AX I
Ol
Ay I
Ol
AZ I
o I
AX '
O
Ay
O
AZ
O
O
(z-is)
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or more briefly
AX
c
Ay
c
AZ
c
_X
c
Ay
£
AZ
(
(z-16)
Substituting equation 2.3 into equation 2-16 gives
g_X.
I
Ay.
I
AZ.
1
i
_Y.
1
_Z.
1
Multiplication of the [AJ matrix by the [BI matrix yields a third matrix,
The elements, Ci. , of this matrix are tl_e-sensitivity coefficients relating
J
the errors at injection to the velocity penalties incurred by these errors,
(z-17)
a. Results of Injection Analysis for MPN. - Expanding equation 2-17
and evaluating the partial derivatives at a chaser-to-target range of 18.5 km
yields the following values relating the total velocity penalties to the
respective injection errors:
@(AV) = 0 O(AV) _ 47
ox. a_.
1 1
a(av) =9xiO "z a(av_ )= I
OY.1 a'z.
1
O(_V) = 1.25 x I0"2 _= 0
aZ. a_..
1
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To determine the allowable level of error in the injection sensor, the
criterion is arbitrarily made that a 3a error in any one state variable at
injection shall not result in more than a Z0-percent increase in propellant
consumption compared with the perfect Hohmann transfer• For example,
the allowable velocity expenditure to correct for an X-position error is
stated as:
8(Av) Ax. <o z Av h
ax. _ (3a)- "
i
(z-18)
0. Z AV H
_. =
i(3a) a (av)
8X
1
(2- 19)
for the 185- to 555-km transfer
AV H = Zll m/sec
(2-2o)
computing the 3¢ values of the errors in the state variables at injection
yields the values given in table 2-1.
TABLE Z- I
ALLOWABLE (30") POSITION AND VELOCITY ERRORS AT INJECTION
I
Ay. = 0.47 km
1
AZ. = 3.38 km
I
_. = 0.9 m/sec
l
A_. = 42.25 m/sec
1
AZ. =
a(av_ a(nv)Since -- -
ax. _z.
insignificantly small.
-0, the effect of errors in zkX. and/or AZ. is
1 1
It should be noted that the allowable injection errors given in table 2-1 are
composed of the errors due to computation, control and execution of the
injection maneuver. Consequently, the actual sensor errors that can be
tolerated are less than the values indicated. Mechanization accuracies must
be determined in order to perform the necessary tradeoff considerations.
b. Variation of Injection Requirements With Active Rendezvous
Starting Range. - Varying the starting range of the active rendezvous
maneuver results in variations in the sensitivity coefficients. These
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variations are determined for starting ranges from 18.5 to 75 km (I0 to
40 n. mi.) and presented in figure 2-3. Processing injection errors through
the corresponding sensitivity coefficients in the manner outlined above, pro-
duces the injection accuracy requirements as a function of the starting
range for active rendezvous. These results are presented in figure 2-4.
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Figure Z-3. Injection Sensitivity Coefficients vs Initial Range of
Active Rendezvous (MPN System)
2.2. i. 3 Analysis of Active Rendezvous Phase
Two quantities must be specified in stating active rendezvous sensor
requirements: The allowable magnitude of errors in the measurements
which can be tolerated and the dynamic range required. Determination of
these requirements is set forth in this subsection.
To facilitate determination of the allowable noise levels, a special digital
program is used. This special program consists of equations adjoint to the
linearized equations of Appendix A of Volume IV. The linearized and adjoint
equations are given in Appendixes C and D, respectively, and a general
discussion of the adjoint techniques is presented in subsection 6. Z of Appendix
A (Volume V). Use of the adjoint model yields answers in one run which would
otherwise require a Monte-Carlo approach.
a. Determination of Allowable Sensor Errors. - During the active
rendezvous, sensors are required to measure the observables utilized by
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Figure 2-4. Allowable Injection Errors (3_) for Various Starting
Ranges of Active Rendezvous
the MPN guidance system: chaser-to-target range, range rate, and the
line-of-sight angular rate, Errors, inherent in the measurement of these
quantities, will cause deviations in range and range rate from the desired
values at termination of the rendezvous maneuver.
To determine the maximum level of errors which can be tolerated, the
following procedure is used: Errors are included on the sensor measurements,
and the adjoint program is run to determine the effect of the errors on the
terminal conditions.
Measurement errors are assumed which are typical of rendezvous
sensors. Two types of errors are assumed for the range measurement: a
bias error and a normally distributed random error, Each of these errors
comprises two parts: one which is independent of range and one which is a
percent of range. Similar errors are assumed for the range rate
measurement.
Measurement of the line-of-sight angular rate is postulated as having
errors which are independent of the angular rate itself; i. e,, a bias and a
normally distributed random part each independent of the magnitude and
direction of the angular rate.
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From the program results, an error matrix is set up which relates the
terminal errors to the magnitude of each type of sensor error. Various
levels of sensor errors are then processed through the matrix to find the
resulting terminal errors. A maximum deviation from the nominal terminal
conditions is postulated, and these deviations must not be exceeded when all
errors are included on the measurements. Any combination of sensor errors
which produce unacceptable terminal conditions is considered excessive.
Error matrices for three sensor bandwidths are presented in table 2-2.
These matrices are obtained from computer runs of the adjoint program.
Since the rendezvous model is two-dimensional, the Z and Z quantities are
omitted. (The X and Y values are measured in the rotating coordinate
system centered at the target vehicle.)
Units associated with the elements of the error matrices are given in
table 2- 3.
Multiplying the I_ value of a given sensor error by the proper matrix
element produces the ivvalue of the error in the corresponding terminal
condition. For example, the error in X due to a fixed random error in the
measurement of range may be expressed as:
z_X = 0.06 Z_R (2-21)
o" a
At termination of the rendezvous, the nominal range and range rate
are 305 m and -3.05 m/sec. The allowable terminal errors are assumed
to be twenty percent of the nominal values; i.e., 61 m in range and 0.61
m/sec in range rate.
Sensor errors considered representative of the 1970 time period are
used in the analysis. The ranges of magnitude of these errors are given in
table 2-4.
b. Determination of Dynamic Range Requirements. - The dynamic
range requirements for the rendezvous sensor must be determined for each
observable measured. For the modified proportional navigation system this
includes range, range rate, and angular rate.
The dynamic range for chaser-to-target range measurements is determined
by the range at which the active rendezvous phase begins (assuming no prior
range measurement is desired for midcourse correction or the injection
maneuver). For the mission postulated, the active rendezvous phase starts
at 18.5 km, and range information is required into essentially zero range.
A time histroy of range rate for three target altitudes is obtained from
the program. The relationship of range rate versus chaser-to-target range
is plotted in figure 2-5. Assuming that range rate information would not be
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TABLE 2-2
RENDEZVOUS ERROR MATRICES
Rendezvous Parameters
Trajectory: Target altitude = 555 kin; R = 18.5 km
o
I_ = -103 m/sec; e = 0; R F = 305 m
O o
f{ = -3.05 m/sec
F
MPN Guidance Law: Control, K = 2.5 and S = 1.5
Thrust bandwidth = 5.0 rad/sec
Sensor damping ratio = 0.7
Terminal
Errors
Sensor Errors
Range
(m)
%
Range
Range
Rate
(m/sec)
%
Range
Rate
Random Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = 1.0 rad/sec)
LOS
Rate
(mr/sec)
X (m)
Y (m)
1_ (m/sec)
(mlsec)
0. 133
0.0052
0.0138
I.87 x 10-4
1.07
0.112
0.045
0.00253
8.5
0.443
1.03
0.0137
1.77
0.212
O.0396
0.00458
0.48
Z0.0
0. 007
0.34
Bias Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = 1.0 rad/sec)
x (m)
Y (m)
_: (m/sec)
;/ (m/sec)
-0.95
0. 023
-6.8 x 10 -4
-6.7 x 10-5
-13.2
-0.67
0.13
-0. 0024
-83.6
-0. 045
0. 089
-0. 084
21.2
1.46
-0. 246
0. 048
-3.6
-237.0
0. 0488
3.Z6
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TABLE i-Z (Continued)
T erminal
Errors
x (m)
Y (m}
(mlsec}
(mlsec}
X (m)
Y (m)
i: (m/sec)
_" (m/sec)
x (m)
Y (m)
i (mlse¢)
(m/sec)
Range
(m)
%
Range
Range
Rate
(m/sec)
%
Range
Rate
Random Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = 5.0 rad/sec)
0.06
0.0023
0.012
-4
0.85 x i0
0.485
0.05
0.0366
0.00113
3.8
0. 198
0.85
0. O063
0.793
0.0955
0.0284
0.002
Bias Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = 5.0 rad/sec)
-O.95
0. 023
-6.8 x 10 -4
-5
-6.7 x I0
-13.1
-0.67
0.131
-0.0244
-83.6
-0.045
O. O89
-0.084
21.2 -3.6
1.45 -237.0
-0. 247
0. 048
Random Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = i0.0 rad/sec)
0.043
0.00164
0.0087
0.61 x 10 -4
0.341
0.0357
0.0027
0.0008
2.71
0.141
O.65
0.0044
0.564
0.0676
0.0021
0.00145
LOS
Rate
(mr/sec)
0.0216
8.96
0.00284
0. 152
0.0488
3.26
0.015
6.35
0.00198
0.108
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TABLE Z-Z (Continued)
T e r minal
Errors
Range
(m)
70
Range
Range
Rate
(m/sec)
%
Range
Rate
LOS
Rate
, (mr/sec)
Bias Errors (Sensor Bandwidth = I0.0 rad/sec)
X (m)
Y (m)
i (m/sec)
_- (m/sec)
-O.95
0.023
-6.8 x 10 -4
-5
-6.7 x 10
-13.Z
-0.67
0.131
-0.0244
-83.6
-0.045
0.089
-0.084
Zl.2
1.45
-0. Z47
0. 0481
-3.6
-237.0
0. 0476
3.26
TABLE Z-3
UNITS FOR ERROR MATRIX COEFFICIENTS
T e rminal
Errors
X
(m)
Y
(m)
(m/sec)
?
(m/sec)
Sensor Errors
Range
(m)
-I
sec
-I
sec
%
Range
m
m
m
sec
Range
Rate
(mlsec)
see
%
Range
Rate
m
m
rn
sec
m
sec
sec
In
sec
LOS
Rate
(mr/sec)
m sec
mr
m sec
mr
m
mr
m
mr
2-Z2
TABLE Z-4
TYPICAL SENSOR ERROR LEVELS
(1970 Time Period)
pe
Range
Low
Random (Fluctuation) Error Levels (lo-)
Range
(m)
0.61
(z ft)
%Range
0.2
Range(m)Rate
0.03
(0. 1 ft/sec)
%Range
Rate
0.05
Rate
0.03
Medium
High
1.52
(5 ft)
3.04
(I0 ft)
0.5
I.O
0.15
(0.5 ft/sec)
0.06
(Z. 0 ft/sec)
0.20
0.50
0. I0
0.20
_Type
Range
Low
Medium
High
Range
(m)
0.305
(i ft)
0.61
(2 ft)
3.05
(I0 ft)
BIAS ERROR LEVELS (i_)
%Range
0.2
0.5
2.0
Range (ft)Rate
0.03
(0. 1 ft/sec)
0.15
(0.5 ft/sec)
0.6
(2.0 ft/sec)
%Range
Rate
0.05
0.20
0.50
Cm )Rate
O. 03
0. I0
0.20
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Figure Z-5. Range Rate vs Range for an
Ideal Hohmann Transfer
required prior to active rendezvous, the values of range rate occuring at
ranges less than the acquisition range is the significant factor. As can be
seen from figure 2-5, the values of range rate at ranges less than 20 km
extend from zero to approximately Z00 m/sec. If the acquisition range is
extended to 75 km a closing range rate of 300 m/sec may be encountered.
Angular rate information as a function of range is presented in figure
Z-6. This figure indicates that the magnitude of the LOS rate varies from
0 to 0.4 mr/sec at ranges below 75 km for the nominal Hohmann transfer.
Higher rates can be expected however, as the true trajectory deviates from
the nominal because of errors.
c. Sensor Requirements. - Typical results of the procedure outlined in
paragraph a above are shown in figures Z-7 and 2-8, which show the effects
of bias and random errors on the final conditions for a sensor bandwidth of
5 rad/sec. Also included are the errors due to the mechanization assumed,
i.e., errors due to the gains and time lags of the modified proportional
navigation system.
In figure Z-7, the allowable final position error is indicated by the circle
about the origin of the X-Y target-centered coordinates. Figure Z-8 shows
the allowable final relative velocity error in a similar manner.
The bias errors are processed in a manner such as to give the worst
case; i.e., they all add in the same direction. These errors are indicated
by the vectors for the low, medium, and high error levels.
Z-Z4
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RANGE (KM) 1750D-VA-75
Figure 2-6. Line-of-Sight Rate vs Range for an
Ideal Hohmann Transfer
Low, medium, and high random errors are indicated by the ellipses
centered at the end of the respective bias errors. The semimajor and
semiminor axis of the ellipses are equal in magnitude to the 3a values of
the respective random errors.
On the basis of the criteria established, it is seen that the high levels
of sensor errors is unacceptable while the medium and low levels produce
terminal conditions which are acceptable. Consequently the medium level
of errors is stated as being the sensor requirements for the active phase
of rendezvous.
For acceptable values of sensor errors, it is informative to analyze
the individual contributions to each of the four components of terminal error
Table Z-5 gives the breakdown of the total terminal errors in X, Y, X, Y,
both bias and random, for the five contributing input sensor errors• The
predominant contributor to each terminal error is indicated, showing that
errors accruing in the X and X terminal condition are primarily due to
errors in measuring range rate and that errors in the y and y terminal
conditions are due to errors in the measurement of line-of-sight rate.
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R0,18.5 KM
R0,103 M/SEC
RF,305 M
I_F'3.05 M/SEC
K=2.5
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Figure 2-7. Rendezvous Terminal Position Error vs
Sensor Error Level for MPN
Using the conditions stated in paragraph b above and allowing for errors
and uncertainties, the sensor dynamic range requirements, given in table
Z-6, are obtained.
Z.Z.Z On-Off Guidance
On-off guidance utilizes constant level thrusting as opposed to the variable
level thrusting for modified proportional navigation. Consequently, thrust
is applied for discrete intervals, rather than continuously and multiple
Z-Z6
R O=18.5 KM
1_O:103 M/SEC
RF=3OSM
I_F =3.05 M/SEC
K=2.5
S= 1.5
SENSOR =5.0 RAD/SEC
BANDWIDTH
THRUST
CONTROL = 5.0 RAD/SEC
BAND WIDTH
T
RANDOM ERROR (3o')
(HIGH)
RANDOM ERROR(3¢)
(MEDIUM)
RANDOM ERROR(3¢)
(LOW)
ERRORS
_DYNAMIC ERROR
O 1.0 2.0 30 4.0 5.0 6,0 7.0
L_ X f VELOCITY ERROR (M/SEC)
VELOCITY
ERROR
I 75OD-vA-75
Figure Z-8. Rendezvous Terminal Velocity Error vs
Sensor Error Level for MPN
restart capability of the engines is required. This guidance method is a
compromise with the various systems that have been proposed for
rendezvous using different guidance laws, propulsion sensors, attitude
references, and data processing methods. It is combined with the basic
rendezvous model and programed for the IBM 7094 digital computer. The
program simulates the radar measurements, data processing, computations
and maneuvering of a chaser achieving a rendezvous with a nonmaneuvering
target.
Inputs to the program are designed so that the effects of a number of
different parameters can easily be studied. Among the inputs to the program
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TABLE 2-5
TERMINAL ERROR BREAKDOWN
(Sensor Error Level: Medium)
(Sensor Bandwidth = 5 rad/sec)
Random Errors (i0-)
Total
Error
Source
X
Y
o
X
Range
0.0914
O.0O975
0.0183
12.19 x 10 -4
%
Range
0.8
0.08
0.06
Range
Rate
0.579
0.0305
0.1311
%
Range
Rate
0.52
0.06
0.019
LOS
Rate
0.07
2.94
0.009
Y 0.002 0.000914 0.0014 0.05
Bias Errors (I_)
0.656 m
0.9m
m
0. 13 sec
m
).016 sec
Predom-
inant Con-
tributor
Range
rate
LOS
rate
Range
rate
LOS
r ate
Error
Source
X
Y
X
Y
Range
-0.579
0. 01524
_0.396xi0 -3
-0. 305 x 10 -4
%
Range
-21.6
-i.I
0.15
-0.04
Range
Rate
-IZ. 74
-O. O061
0.01524
+0.05
-0.01280
% LOS
Range Rate
Rate
-13.9 -i.2
-O.96 -77.8
0. 16 0.016
-0.03 i. 07
Total
-24.5m
-24.3 m
O. 12 m/
sec
0.02 m/
sec
Predom-
inant Con-
tributor
Range
rate
LOS
r ate
%
Range
rate
LOS
r ate
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TAB LE Z- 6
SENSOR DYNAMIC RANGE REQUIREMENTS
Measurement
Range
Min
0 km
0 km
Max
25 km (for 18.5-km acquisition
range)
80 km (for 75-kin acquisition
range)
Range rate -350 m/sec (closing) I00 m/sec (opening)
LOS angular rate _2 mr/sec +2 mr/sec
are four quantities which represent errors in the injection of the chaser
from parking orbit into the transfer orbit. Other inputs include the
specification of standard deviations of noise quantities, the order of
smoothing to be used on the simulated radar readings and the number of
points to be smoothed.
The main computational problem encountered in this study is a loss of
accuracy in the computation of orbital elements from position and velocity
vectors which becomes noticeable near the end of the maneuver when the orbit
of the chaser begins to approach a circle. The problem is sufficiently re-
duced by performing all the computations of that particular method in double
precision. Appendix G contains the equations used to mechanize this model.
2.2.2. i Model
The target is assumed to be in a posigrade circular orbit about the earth
at an altitude of 500 kin. The chaser vehicle is considered to be in a 200-
km circular parking orbit coplanar with the orbital plane of the target. When
correctly phased, the chaser injects into an ascending transfer orbit -
nominally the Hohmann transfer. Near the end of the ascent, at a chaser-
to-target range of 25 kin, the chaser commences the active phase of
rendezvous with the target.
a. Chaser Vehicle Characteristics and Guidance Logic. - It is as-
sumed that the chaser is provided with an inertial platform. When the range
between the chaser and target has decreased to 25 km, the inertial reference
is aligned to the range vector and the geocentric vertical and is thereafter
maintained in this orientation {see figure Z-9). The chaser is attitude
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stabilized to this reference for the duration of the rendezvous with the longi-
tudinal axis (X-axis) along the range vector and the normal axis (Y-axis) in
the orbit plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. Rockets are aligned
in both directions (±) along the normal axis eliminating the need for rapid
changes in vehicle attitude to orient thrust rockets.
With the nominal trajectory and without injection errors, the curve of
range as a function of transit time is shown in figure 2-10. Figure 2-11
illustrates the variation in elevation angle with transit time where the
elevation angle is referred to an inertial reference. Of particular interest
is the small angle at ranges below 25 km. This indicates a very small
line-of-sight angular change up to rendezvous even without corrective control,
fitting in nicely with the control scheme actually used.
Because of the discontinuous application of thrust required by this
guidance technique, switching regions and thresholds levels must be defined
in order to control the thrust in the proper manner to accomplish rendezvous.
(1) Normal Control
Thrusting along the normal axis is applied whenever the magnitude of the
line-of-sight rate (with respect to the inertial reference) exceeds a given
V T
INERTIAL REFERENCE
RESET AT R,R b TOt
"IIRbz .1. Te
I. CHASER VEHICLE STABILIZED TO FIXED INERTIAL
REFERENCE WHEN R <; R I.
2. RESTARTABLE FIXED-THRUST ROCKETS ALIGNED
TO BODY AXES.
17_OD-VA-76
Figure 2-9. Active Rendezvous Geometry
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Figure 2-I0. Range vs Transit Time
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threshold, e = 0.3 mr/sec, for two consecutive seconds. Normal thrust
of magnitude a N m/sec _" is then applied for a given firing time as
determined by the equation
where R = chaser-to-target range (m)
(2-zz)
a N =
C =
angular rate between the line-of-sight and the inertial
reference (rad/sec)
2
1.0 m/sec
0.9 (This is a control constant included to prevent wasteful
overshoot in the presence of noise.)
The direction of thrust application is such as to null the line-of-sight
rate and is repeated whenever necessary. Two limitations are applied to
firing the normal rockets to minimize nuisance firings and curtail firings
resulting from noise modulations.
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• Firing does not occur if tF<2 sec.
• A coasting period (dead time) of 5 sec minimum is required
between firings.
(2) Longitudinal Control
Longitudinal control is effected when the chaser-to-target range de-
creases to 3.5 km, the range at which the phase plane trajectory enters
the switching region defined by the parabolic curves in figure Z-12.
Thrusting is executed so as to bring the range and range rate to the
stipulated final values within the switching region. The nominal terminal
conditions chosen are a range of 200 m with zero range rate.
The upper curve is defined by the equation:
(z-z3)
and the lower curve by equation
(2-24)
where Rf
K 1
K 2
When the phase plane trajectory causes the upper boundary,
longitudinal thrust pulse is fired for a time duration:
= final range = 200 m
= 1.5m/sec 2
= 2.25 m/sec 2
(z-25)
I JK i I- t
t F = (2-26)
where a L = 1.5 m/sec z
This pulse is along the line of sight (longitudinal axis) and in such a
direction so as to reduce the magnitude of the range rate between the chaser
and target. To minimize nuisance firings and overshoots, the following
control limitations are provided:
• The longitudinal rocket will not fire if t F < Z sec.
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Figure 2-12. Rendezvous Guidance (Earth Space Station)
• A mandatory coast period of at least two seconds is stipulated
between periods of rocket firing.
b. Onboard Data Processing
The inaccuracies of the rendezvous sensors are simulated in the computer
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program by adding noise to the pure range and angle inputs. Noise values
are generated by uncorrelated random number generating routines.
Because of the noise appearing on range and angle measurements, it is
necessary to smooth the raw data before attempting to use these data for
control purposes. A digital data smoother, illustrated in block form in
figure Z-13, is included in the system to process and smooth the data for
the control system, thereby permitting operation at higher noise levels.
R_,---
t4.-,_
R N R
• N e
o i.i' °;'
RANGE
SMOOTHER
ANGLE
SMOOTHER
t • •
,,,_1 I I
t At i
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I%. NOeSE
CONTROL
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Figure Z-13. Digital Smoother (Range and Angle)
The onboard computer accepts components of the noisy range and angle
inputs (R N and en) which are directly equivalent to actual sensor signals.
These quantities are then fed to the appropriate digital data smoother at a
rate of one sample, b, each data storage interval, At. The storage interval
z
is taken as 1 second for this program. A smoothing time, t , of 15 seconds
s
is stipulated during which n data samples of a given state variable are stored
in the computer, where
(Z-ZT)
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This produces 16 samples for the 15-second storage time utilized. These
data samples are designated by b0, bl, b2 . . . b15. with b0 being the most
recent. At a given sample time, t., these values may be plotted on a graphi
of the state variable vs time. A fit is then determined by the method of least
squares and the curve is extrapolated over one storage interval, to obtain the
smoothed value of the control variable. The slope of the curve yields the
smoothed time derivative of the control variable. Smoothed values are used
for all rendezvous control signals; i.e., P_ , _< , e .
s s s
At each succeeding interval of At.1 the most recent data sample, b0, is
stored and the oldest, b15, is discarded• Compensation is then included
to permit smoothing to continue without appreciable error during actual
thrusting periods. This procedure is illustrated using range as the state
variable of interest. At time t', the sample values are b'0, b'l, b'• " " 15"
A linear fit is determined and extrapolated by one storage interval• At time
t" = t' + t., new data samples are determined from the previous ones by
1
adding a term to compensate for any thrusting during the sample time. The
new sample points, b"., are expressed as
I
b" = most recent value of R
0
b" = b' + 0.5 Z_v.
1 0 i
b" : b' + 1.5 Av.
Z 1
(z-zs)
b" = b' + 2.5 _v.
3 g I
b" = b' + 3.5 _v.
4 3
where
b" = extrapolated (smoothed) value of R5
and
_V.I = aiAtF = velocity increment imparted along the range vector.
_t F = amount of firing time within the storage interval.
The data points with the linear fit are shown in figure 2-14 for two suc-
cessive time points.
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Figure Z-14. Graphical Illustration of
Data Smoothing Technique
2.2.2. Z Analysis of the Injection Maneuver
When the transfer angle has been traversed with no active rendezvous, the
errors at injection result in miss distances at the point of rendezvous. These
miss distances are pessimistic in that they are not generally minimum; i. e.,
the minimum range may occur at some point prior to the chaser having
traversed the full 180 degrees of the transfer trajectory.
Miss distance sensitivity coefficients are obtained by running the digital
program with injection errors but no active rendezvous employed. In-
jection errors included are altitude (Ah), velocity (/xV), attitude (in plane)
(A_(), and timing (At).
The sensitivity coefficients obtained are presented in table 2-7. The final
X- and Y- components of the range errors, AXf and AYfare measured in the
coordinate system centered at the chaser vehicIe. The-X-axis is along the
nominal chaser-to-target line of sight and the Y-axis is along the earth inter-
ceptor radius vector at the nominal rendezvous point.
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TABLE 2-7
MISS DISTANCE SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS
Err or Horizontal C oef Vertical C oef Units
Altitud e
Velocity
Attitude
Timing
dx 4.83
dh
dx 8.32
dV
dx 5.21
dy
dx 0.53
dt
dy I. 07
dh
dy 3.57
dV
dy o
d3(
0
km
km
km
m/sec
d._x
dt
km
deg
km
sec
The effects on fuel consumption of four types of injection errors are
shown in figure 2-15. These are based on a series of runs made on the
computer with the active rendezvous system in operation but no
rendezvous sensor errors included. Comparison of the actual AV used in
each case with that required for a Hohmann transfer, AV H, yields a non-
dimensional indication of the incremental velocity requirements due to
injection errors.
Additional quantities of interest, which are also obtained from the pro-
gram are:
a. The deviation in range due to an error in central angle
dR km
m = 107
dqb deg
b. The rate of change of the central angle between the target radius
and chaser radius:
d¢ = -0. 0044 deg
dt sec
Co The chaser-to-target range at injection:
R. = 749.8 km
1
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Figure 2-15. Effects of Initial Condition Deviations
on Propellant Consumption
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The lead angle error can be converted to an equivalent range error:
aR
AR(300) - ¢) %b A_b (3o0) (2-29)
The lead-angle error can be converted to an equivalent error in phasing
time,
z  (3a) (2-30)
At(300) =
at
In developing the acceptable error levels at injection, the four curves
of figure 2-15 are employed. The criterion is made that a 3o- error in any
one parameter at injection shall not result in more than a 20 percent
increase in fuel consumption compared with the perfect Hohmann transfer.
Consequently, the allowable errors in altitude, velocity, plane attitude
(pitch), and central angle may be obtained directly from the curves.
Allowable errors in range and timing are determined using equations
2-29 and 2-30:
AR(300 ) = (I07) (0.19)
= 20.4 km
where A_b(3o. ) is obtained from figure 2-15.
This allowable range error can be expressed as a percent of initial range
as
20.4
- = 2.727o of R.
AR(300)" 749.8 x
The 3(i timing error is:
0.19
At'3o"t) 0.0044 = 43.Z sec
An out-of-plane error in attitude (Aq_) at injection imparts an out-of-plane
velocity increment of magnitude:
AV N = AV sinA_ (2-31)P
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whereAv = velocity impulse necessary to inject into the Hohmann transfer.
P
This out-of-plane velocity must be compensated for at apogee. Using the
20-percent criterion:
_VN (3a) = 0.2_V H (2-321
Substituting equation 2-31 into equation 2-32 yields:
A_(3o.) = sin" _ _ (2-33)
= sin'l I0"2){86.5){171"9}]
= Z6.6 deg
A differential inclination between the target and chaser orbital planes
also results in an out-of-plane velocity which must be corrected. Again if:
VN (3a) = 0.2 AV H
then the 3a value of differential inclination is:
Ai (3a) = sin-1 /0"2_VH/Va (2-34)
where V = apogee velocity of Hohmann transfer ellipse
a
This is illustrated in figure Z- 16 where both the normal and in-plane ve-
locity impulses required to complete the transfer are shown.
Evaluating equation 2.34
Ai (3o') = sin-I [.(0.2) (171.9)]7._i.6
= 0. Z6 deg
The injection sensor requirements are summarized in table 2-8 along with
reasonable state-of-the-art equivalents.
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Figure 2-16. Velocity Errors at Injection
TABLE 2-8
INJECTION SENSOR ACCURACY REQUIREMENTS
Sensor State-of-the-art
Quantity
Altitude
Velocity
Pitch attitude
Yaw attitude
Central angle
Range
Timing
Inclination
Accuracy (30")
4.0 km (2% of R)
2.0 m/sec
Accuracy (3o')
200 m (0. 1% of R)*
0.3 m/sec
4.5 deg
26.6 deg
0. 19 deg
2.7% of R
43.2 sec
0.26 deg
0.3 deg
0.3 deg
m -- .
0.1%ofR
3 sec
0. I deg
*A radar altimeter can measure terrain altitude to this accuracy, but
it cannot measure absolute altitude with this degree of precision.
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Z.Z.Z.3 Analysis of Active Rendezvous
a. Determination of Allowable Measurement Errors. - To determine
the effects of sensor errors during the active phase of rendezvous the
computer program is used to make a series of runs utilizing various noise
levels on the sensor measurements. To provide a standard of comparison,
all runs have a-0.3 m/sec velocity error at injection. Ten runs are made
at each noise level each with a different random number routine. None of
the noise levels degrades system performance sufficiently to prevent
rendezvous. The ratio of angular noise to range noise is taken as:
0- (mr) = 30. (% of Range)
e R
Comparison is made of the velocity expenditures for each run with the
velocity required for the ideal Hohmann transfer. The results of this
comparison are shown in figure Z-17 in the form of increased fuel required
as a function of noise level on the sensor measurements. The rendezvous
sensor requirements are based on an interpretation of these results. It
is arbitrarily specified that where the 100-percent (maximum of the i0
AV
samples) uses a velocity ratio _ of I. 5 constitutes a reasonable level
AV H
of accuracy. Using this criterion, table 2-9 gives the results compared
with a state of the art rendezvous radar system.
TABLE 2-9
REQUIRED SENSOR ACCURACY AND STATE OF THE ART ACCURACY
Quantity
Ranges
Angle
Required
Sensor Accuracy
(3_)
0.3% ofR or 30 m
9 mr
State of the Art Accuracy $_
(3o-)
0. 1% of R or 10 m
3 mr
The required range accuracy is a percent of range or a fixed range
whichever is larger.
• _ Gemini rendezvous radar
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Figure Z-17. Effect of Rendezvous Sensor Errors
on Propellant Consumption
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It is seen that a state of the art rendezvous sensor is more than adequate
for the rendezvous mission.
b. Determination of Dynamic Range Requirements. - Figure 2-18
gives the distribution of the line-of-sight angle due to 3a injection errors.
The rendezvous sensor must have an angular dynamic range at least as
large as is indicated by this figure in order to acquire the target at the
start of active rendezvous. Also, range capability must be sufficient to
acquire the target at the nominal starting range (postulated as 25 km for
this analysis).
W
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m
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4
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Figure 2-18. Variation in Elevation Angle With Range
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c. Sensor Rec_uirements. - The dynamic range and accuracy
requirements of rendezvous sensors necessary to satisfactorily complete
a rendezvous mission without an excessive expenditure of propellant
is presented in the table Z-I0
TABLE Z- I0
RENDEZVOUS SENSOR REQUIREMENTS
Quantity
Measured
Range
LOS angles
(azimuth &
elevation}
Vehicle
attitude (pitch,
roll, and
yaw}
Dynamic Range
Max
30 kin*
+20 deg
+90 deg - P and R
+180 deg - Y
Min
0
-Z0 deg
-90 deg - P andR
-180 deg - Y
Max Allowable
RMS (1_) Sensor
Error
0. 1% of R or 10 m
3 mr
0. Z deg during firing
periods (to reduce
cross coupling}; 5
deg during tracking
*The maximum range of the ranging device is that required solely for
the active phase of rendezvous. If this device is the identical
instrument that measured target range prior to injection and
occasionally monitors the target during the coasting position of the
ascent, its dynamic range should then be extended to I000 kin.
Although rendezvous sensors with the above accuracy will provide a
satisfactory rendezvous, it should be emphasized that better accuracy will
result in lower propellant consumption.
The sensor requirements given are based solely on fuel considerations
since all sensors measurements were sufficiently accurate to permit the
rendezvous to be completed.
2. Z. 3 Manual Guidance
This rendezvous model is similar in principle to the on-off system
presented in paragraph 2. Z.2. The primary difference is the lack of
complete automatic control. A pilot is included in the control loop to
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determine the effect on the rendezvous procedure. Because of the human
element, the model, which is three dimensional, is set up on an analogue
computer utilizing the equations of Appendix A. Appendix F presents
assumptions made in mechanizing the program.
2.2. 3. 1 Model
Two target attitudes are utilized in this analysis, 555 km and 925 km
with the chaser in a 185-km parking orbit. A nominal Hohmann transfer
between the orbits is assumed as the reference trajectory.
Active rendezvous is postulated as starting when the chaser-to-target
range has decreased to 30.5 km and the stipulated range and range rate at
termination of the phase are 305 m and -3.05 m/sec respectively. The
geometric and dynamic relationships are measured in a rotating local
horizontal coordinate system centered at the target in which the x-axis
is along the horizontal and the y-axis is along the earth-target radius
vector. Neglecting gravity, the basic equations describing the motion
of the chaser are
= aX + 2coTY
= ay - ZcoTX
7]=a z
(z-3s)
where ax, ay and a Z are the chaser accelerations due to thrusting referred
to the rotating coordinate system, and co_ is the rotation of the system which
is equal to the angular orbital velocity o_Ithe target.
a. Control Philosophy. - Figure Z-19 illustrates the basic configuration
postulated for the chaser. Shown also are the seeker angles, A and E.
As in the automatic on-off system, the longitudinal engine is used to control
the range rate and the normal engines are used to control the line-of-sight
angular rate. The pilot is required to control the attitude of the vehicle so
that the normal engines are in the plane of line-of-sight rotation.
Acceleration along the normal axis is applied whenever the magnitude of
the line-of-sight angular rate exceeds 1.0 mr/sec and is maintained until
the angular rate is reduced to a value below 0. I mr/sec.
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Figure Z-19. Chaser Configuration Showing Seeker Angles
The switching boundaries which determine when the longitudinal
acceleration is to be applied; are shown in a phase plane plot in figure
2-20. The upper boundary is defined by
•R= f +Zat
and the lower boundary by
= RL if R < R L
(2-36)
(2-37)
where
a
2
= 0. 305 m/sec
a_ = 0.22 m/sec 2
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Rf = 305 m {terminal range}
flf = -3.05 m/sec (terminal range rate}
Chaser accelerations assumed for both rendezvous cases considered are
indicated in table Z- 11
b. Display and Control. - Since a human pilot is included in the model,
it is appropriate here to discuss the manner in which inforrnationis displayed
and the method by which the vehicle is controlled.
A cockpit mockup, used in performing the simulations, is represented
in figure 2.21. Quantities postulated as being measured by onboard sensors
are the range, range rate, line-of-sight angular rate and the attitude rates
of the chaser.
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Figure Z-ZO. Phase-Plane Plot for Active Rendezvous Showing
Switching Regions and Nonimal Trajectory I
I
I
TABLE 2- 11
CHASER ACCELERATIONS FOR ACTIVE PHASE
OF MANNED RENDEZVOUS
Target (km)
Altitude
555
925
a L (rn/sec 2)
O. 97 (0. lg)
1.94 (0.2g)
a N (m/sec 2)
O. 295 (0.03g)
O. 59 (0.06g)
A phase plane plot of range rate vs range is presented on an x-y plotter.
Included are the boundaries which define the switching region. Logarithmic
scales are used to provide greater sensitivity at lower values of range
and range rate.
The pitch and yaw components of line-of-sight angular rates are referred
to the body axes and displayed on an oscilloscope. The pitch component is
displayed on the vertical axis; the yaw component on the horizontal axis.
This arrangement is used to provide compatibility with the procedure used
to control the line-of-sight rate as discussed subsequently. Vector
addition of the components produces the total line-of-sight vector, the end
of which is defined by the dot presented on the scope.
A two-pointer meter is used to display the seeker angles, A and E. The
horizontal pointer indicates the elevation angle; that angle being zero when
the pointer is aligned with the horizontal scale. Figure 2-22 illustrates
pointer orientation for two different values of E. The azimuth angle A is
indicated by the vertical pointer in a similar fashion.
Three separate meters are used to display the vehicle attitude rates in
pitch, roll, and yaw. In general, these meters are seldom consulted except
to occasionally verify that no attitude rates are inadvertently present.
Engine firing is controlled by the pushbuttons shown in figure 2-21.
Pressing the center button activates the longitudinal engine which controls
the range-range rate relationship displayed on the x-y plotter. The engine
is fired whenever the phase plane trajectory crosses the upper boundary
of the switching region and shut down when it crosses the lower boundary.
The outer buttons activate the normal engines to control the line-of-sight
angular rate. Should the dot be to the left of the scope, the left button is
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pressed thereby driving the dot to the right. Similarly, the right button is
pressed when the dot is on the right hand side of the scope. |
BODY PITCH COMPONENT
OF LOS RATE
B_:_DY YAW COMPONENT
OSCILLOSCOPE OF LOS RATE
O OO @ELEVATIoNAZIMUTH __'__ I
ROLL YAW PITCH
RATE RATE RATE PITCH DOWN
ROLL(-) _ROLL 1+1
PITCH______
(-) LATERAL_
LONGITUDINAL _ /
DECELERATION /
{+) LATERAL "_
_ _ FOOT PEDALS
YAW LEFT YAW RIGHT
175OD-VA-B2
Figure Z-Z1. Sketch of Pilot Cockpit
Vertical control of the dot is exercised by keeping the axis of the lateral
engines in the plane of line-of-sight rotation; i.e., by maintaining the
proper roll attitude of the vehicle. This places the line-of-sight rotation
vector entirely along the yaw axis, thereby permitting the lateral engines
to null the line-of-sight rotation. Foot pedals are used to control the roll
attitude to maintain the desired orientation.
It is necessary to place the longitudinal axis along the range vector to
provide proper orientation of the engines. This is accomplished by
controlling the vehicle attitude in pitch and yaw in such a manner as to
drive the seeker angles to zero. Pitch and yaw attitude are controlled by
a two-degrees-of-freedom stick. Fore-and-aft movement of the stick
controls pitch (elevation), left and right movement controls yaw (azimuth).
The stick is moved so as to follow the pointers; i.e., when a positive azimuth
angle is indicated (pointer to the right of the vertical line) the stick is moved
to the right, and when a positive elevation angle is indicated (pointer above
2-5?-,
the horizontal line), the stick is moved forward. Opposite movement of the
stick is required for negative angles. Figure 2-23 represents the vehicle
attitude control system. The inputs from the stick or pushbuttons are in
essence of an on-off nature and the maximum attitude rates are+_Z. 5 deg/sec.
E>O E:O
1750D-VA° 83
Figure 2-22. Line-of-Sight Elevation Angle Indicator
STICK OR,_,_ A
PUSH-BUTTON_
OUTPUT"[
I
0.5S+1
ACCELERATION _RATE
• __, °
17500- VA-84
Figure 2-23. Attitude Rate Control System Used by Pilot in Analog
Simulation of Orbital Rendezvous Maneuver
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Z. 2. 3. 2 Analysis of Injection Maneuver
Effects of two injection errors on the rendezvous maneuver are
investigated. One error occurs when the chaser injects into the transfer
orbit prior to the proper time, The second is a position error in altitude.
This error is given consideration over other position and velocity errors
because it has the greatest effect on the propagation of errors along the
reference trajectory.
Deviation at the start of the active rendezvous phase caused by the
altitude injection error are determined using the Clohessey-Wiltshire
matrix discussed in Ref. 1-1. These deviations are given in table Z-1Z
for both the 185-555 km and 155-925 km transfers.
TABLE 2- 12
DEVIATIONS _,'IN STATE VARIABLES AT INITIATION OF ACTIVE
RENDEZVOUS FOR MANNED GUIDANCE
Refer enc e AX Ay _
Trajectory (km) (km) (m/sec) (m/sec)
185-555 km 13.8 5. I 0.99 0. 18
185-925 km 13.78 5. 12 0.887 0
*These deviations result from an injection error in altitude equivalent
to the ephemeris error (30-) in altitude of the earth tracking network
( AY=732 meters).
Runs of the active rendezvous phase are made using initial conditions
resulting from various combinations of the timing and altitude injection
errors. These initial conditions are given in table Z-13. Initial conditions
for a run with an A-deviation are obtained by subtracting the deviations
in table 2-12 from the values of the state variables of the reference
trajectory when the chaser-to-target range is 18.5 km. For a run with a
B-deviation, the deviations are added to the state variables of the reference
trajectory when the chaser-to-target range is 37 km. The active phase
of rendezvous is then run with zero errors included on the sensor
measurements, and the resulting end conditions and velocity expenditures
ar e obtained.
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TABLE Z- 13
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR PILOT CONTROLLED RENDEZVOUS
Nominal
Trajectory
100-300 n. mi trans-
fer, 0-sec timing
error
100-300 n. mi trans-
fer, 1.5-sec
timing error
100-500 n. mi trans-
fer, 0-sec timing
error
100-500 n. mi trans-
fer, i. 5-sec timing
error
Deviation
A
B
A
B
A
B
A
B
X
(m)
-30,500
-20,000
-30,500
-22,600
-30,500
-22,600
-30,500
-23,200
Y
(m)
-8700
-9750
-5800
-1525
-6830
-1825
-5800
+1670
(m/sec)
+87
+82.5
+I00
+92.5
+187
+196
+196
+196
(m/sec)
+40
+81
+15.5
+57.4
+37
+75.4
+15
+53.4
The active rendezvous phase is postulated as terminated when the chaser-
to-target range is 305 rn. As an indication of the pilot's ability to achieve
the desired terminal conditions, the final values of line-of-sight angular
rate and range rate are observed at this point and the expended velocity
increments are noted. The results are presented in table 2-14. Required
incremental velocities (including injection into the ascent trajectory) are
normalized with respect to the required velocity increment (AV. ) for the
ideal Hohmann transfer. Because of the limited amount of data onbtained,
no attempt is made to establish injection sensor errors.
2.2.3.3 Analysis of Active Rendezvous
The effect of sensor measurement errors on the active rendezvous phase
is investigated. Random noise of various levels and bandwidths is
superimposed on the measurements of range, range rate, and the two
components of line-of-sight angular rate. No data processing is performed
on these measurements prior to their being displayed to the pilot.
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TABLE 2- 14
FINAL CONDITIONS ON PILOT CONTROLLED RENDEZVOUS
Reference
Trajectory
185-555 km trans-
fer 0-sec timing
error
185-555 km trans-
fer 1.5-sec timing
error
185-925 km trans-
fer 0-sec timing
error
185-925 km trans-
fer I. 5-sec timing
error
Deviation
None
A
B
None
A
B
None
A
B
None
A
B
ef
(mr/sec)
1.05
I.i
0.7
0.6
0.92
(engines
0.55
0.35
1.4
0.6
0
0.5
Rf = 305 m; _V H (185 km - 555 kin) = 211 m/sec
AV H (185 km - 925 kin) = 301 m/sec
(m/sec)
6.7
5.25
5.9
AV
AV H
1.0
I. 12
1.13
undersized)
4.1 1.19
4.7 1.26
3.5 1.38
3.7 1.23
2.6 1.45
3.1 1.3
The I. noise values are of the following form:
R N = %R +R e
1RN = l:(e
eN = Se
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where R , R , and e signify bias errorse e e
Runs are made of the active rendezvous phase, some with and some without
the initial condition deviations of table 2-12; and the effect on the postulated
terminal conditions and velocity requirements is noted.
Results of the computer runs using various noise values are shown in
table 2-15. Each case represents an average of two to four individual
runs: some with the same pilot, some with different pilots.
As in the investigation of the injection maneuver, the rendezvous is
postulated as ending when the chaser to target range is 305 m, and the
incremental velocities are normalized with respect to the required
velocity increment for the ideal Hohmann transfer. It is noted that the
AV
ratio _ is nearly equal to, and in some cases less than, one. This
AV H
is felt to be the result of not synchronizing the chaser with the target, i.e.,
not providing the final impulse to place the chaser co-orbital with the
target.
As with the analysis of the navigation maneuver, the data is insufficient
to establish any valid sensor requirements. Final values of the line-of-
sight angular rate and range rate do not appear to have any direct relationship
with the initial conditions or with the noise value(s) imposed on the
AV
measured quantities. Also, the ratio -- does not vary significantly
V H
when different noise levels are used.
2.2.4 Midcourse Reduction of Uncertainties in Determination of State
Variables
Errors inherent in the injection maneuver are propagated along the
transfer orbit thereby resulting in deviations of the actual state variables
(position and velocity) of the chaser from those of the reference trajectory.
In the following paragraphs, a procedure is presented by which the errors
in the estimation of the actual state variables may be reduced utilizing
one or two measurements of the relative dynamics between the chaser
and target. These measurements are made during the midcourse portion
of the rendezvous procedure.
The minimization procedure is as follows:
a. Uncertainties in the state variables at injection are propagated by
means of the Clohessey Wiltshire Matrix (see Ref. 6) to the point where a
measurement is to be made. Since no measurements have thus far been taken,
these uncertainties are equal to the deviation of the state variables from the
state variables of the reference trajectory.
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TABLE 2- 15
RESULTS OF ACTIVE PHASE OF MANNED RENDEZVOUS
WITH RANDOM NOISE ERRORS
Rf = terminal value of range = 305 m
eN = LOS rate noise level (I_), BW = 1.0 cps
ef = terminal value of LOS rate
Rf = terminal value of range rate
Results With LOS Rate Noise
Reference
Trajectory
185-555 km transfer
I. 5-sec timing
error
185-555 km transfer
0-sec timing
error
185-925 km transfer
0-sec timing
error
185-925 km transfer
0-sec timing
error
Deviation
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
B
B
_N
(mr/sec)
0
0. i
0.5
1.0
0
0. i
0.5
0
0. i
0.5
0
0.5
_f
(mr/sec)
0.6
0.5
1.3
1.2
1.05
0.7
0.8
0.55
I.I
2.0
1.4
1.0
(m/sec)
3.48
3.18
4.02
3.66
6.68
4.51
4.73
4.09
3.81
4.09
3.48
13.78
AV
AV H
1.08
I. ii
I. ii
i. I0
0.99
0.99
1.01
1.19
1.19
1.19
1.38
1.44
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TABLE 2-15 (Continued)
Reference
Trajectory
185-555 km
transfer
i. 5-sec
timing error
Results With Range and Range Rate Noise
Deviation
None
None
None
None
None
RN
(m/sec
0
0.061
0. 153
0
0
R N
) (m)
0
0
0
0,001R+3.05
0.01 R+7.64
(mr _sec)
0.6
0.85
0.3
1.6
1.0
3.48
2.29
3.42
3.87
3.50
AV
c)
AV H
1.08
1.04
1.05
1.06
1.03
b. At this point, measurement of certain relative dynamics between the
chaser and target is made by an _.°nb°ard sensor, These measurements are
utilized in a correction matrix, |C|
L J
o
c. The uncertainties which have been propagated to the point of
measurement are premultiplied by the correction matrix, yielding a new,
reduced set of uncertainties. These updated uncertainties may then be
propagated to a new correction point or to the terminal point of the
rendezvous maneuver.
By reducing the uncertainties in the estimations of the state variables,
the chaser vehicle is able to undertake more accurate and more efficient
correction maneuvers.
The analysis presented in these paragraphs indicates the manner in which
correction matrices are derived. Correction matrices are then presented
for the following combinations of observables.
a. Range and range rate
b. LOS angle and angular rate
c. Range and LOS angle
d. Range rate and LOS angle
e. l_ange, LOS angle and range rate
f. Range, LOS angle and angular rate
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A comparison of the results obtained when each correction matrix is
utilized is presented to illustrate their relative effectiveness. The optimum
point at which to make the correction is also indicated.
2. Z.4. 1 Relationship of Initial and Final Deviations
For purposes of the analysis only two dimensions are considered. The
geometric and dynamic relationships are measured in a rotating local
vertical coordinate system centered at the target as shown in figure 2-24.
The angle 0is between the X-axis and the line-of-sight. The angle _0TTi is
the angle between the instantaneous target position and the nominal
rendezvous point and is defined by the target angular orbital velocity,
¢_T' (circular orbit assumed) and T.,I the time to go to the nominal point
of rendezvous.
Matrix representation of the relationship between initial uncertainties
and the final, updated uncertainties is as follows: Uncertainties at in-
are expressed as rail and are equal to the deviations of the actualjection
state variables from these of the reference trajectory. The time to go from
injection is T I. Propagation of these uncertainties by means oftheClohessey-
Wiltshire matrix yields the uncertainties, f_l]' at the point of the first
measurement where the time to go is T I.
The minus sign in the A 1 matrix indicates the uncertainties prior to
making the measurements.
Upon making the measurements, they are used in the correction matrix
which is employed to obtain the updated uncertainties, Lj[AI+] ' which exist
at the measurement point.
(2-39)
Substituting equation Z-38 into equation 2-39:
(2-40)
Use of the Clohessey-Wiltshire matrix may then be made to propagate
the updated uncertainties, [AI+ ], tothe finalpoint.
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Figure 2-24. Geometry Ulitized for Midcourse Analysis
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Combining equations Z-40 and 2-41:
In the case where a second measurement is to be made, the relationship
between final and initial uncertainties is expressed as:
[A];[_,_._,][_.][_,_._.,][_][_,_._,][AI] ,_.-_,
where C1 and C 2 are the correction matrices with the first and second
measurements respectively.
2.2. 4.2 Determination of Correction Matrices
The correction matrices relate the observables to the state variables
and the uncertainties in the determination of the state variables. While
derivation of each matrix is not included, a portion of the range, range
rate matrix is derived in order to indicate the technique employed.
In deriving the matrices it is postulated that the error in the
measurement of observables is negligible compared to the uncertainty in
the determination of the state variables.
Uncertainties in the state variables at the measurement point, just
prior to performing the measurement are represented by:
AX I- -
AYI-
1
AY I"
And the uncertainties after the measurement are:
" AXI+
AYI+
From figure 2-21, it is seen that:
0 = tan -I (- Y)--_
(2-46)
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Therefore,
A8 =1
the uncertainty in 8 prior to the measurement is:
YAX - XAY
I 1
R z
(2-47)
The X- and Y-position coordinates are:
X = R cos @
Y = -R sin@
(z-48)
Differentiating produces the uncertainties in X and Y after the
measurement:
+ + +
AX 1 = -R sin0 A01 + "%R 1 cos O (2-49)
+ + +
AY 1 = -R cos0 A01 - "%R 1 sin O (2-50)
However, the error in the range measurement is assumed to be zero, i.e.,
+
AR 1 = 0
Equations 2-49 and 2-50 thereby reduce to:
+ +
"%X 1 = -R sin0 "%01 (2-51)
+ +
AY 1 = -R cos0 ,%0 1 (2-52)
The uncertainties in O after the measurement is equal to that prior to the
meas ur ement.
"%0 + ='%0 -
1 1
Using this relationship, equation 2-47 may be substituted in equations
2-51 and 2-52 to yield:
"%Xl+ = "%Xl + "%YI
. _
"%Y 1 = "%X1 + "%Y 1
2-o3
iThe coefficients of the _X 1 and AY 1 terms are the four upper left-
hand elements of the range, range rate correction matrix.
Similar geometrical relationships are used to derive the remaining
coefficients of the range, range rate matrix and the coefficients of the
other correction matrices. The six correction matrices are presented
in tables 2- 16 through 2- 18.
TABLE Z- 16
CORRECTION MATRICES
i
XY
x ,3
R J R 3
0
0
XY
I
I o I
"t 1
I
I
I o
I
Io
I
I_ x_.L
I R z
I
I
R3 " " I
i
R 3
I -4
IRZ I
I I __
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TAB LE Z- 17
CORRECTION MATRICES
- I I
o i o Lo
I
I o
0
<[RkX- l{x2-
R 3
0
0
' [_x__
i
i o Io I
I I_ __
i I I
I R _ I I
r f I----
• Io I
,<[_____x+_o_x_ ],iXY+RiX+z;ax2]t R_
I
i I
[_({,o)]
n
XY
R Z
I J I
I x_.._Y Io Io
I_ Rz I _[
, ,I io I o
I I I
- +x_] [ y
, _[x__;]
1
, _m[_ _o]
I RZ -
I
I }.___
' iI - x----YI ({I R 21
I I _
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TAB LE 2- 18
CORRECTION MATRICES
m
0
0
I
I
4---
I
I
0
I I -
I o i o
I l---
I o I o
1
i I----
I
I
0
I
I Y
,
I
m
0
! p q
0
X R
Y (X_ RX)
_ -
R
I
I
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2.2.4.3 Results
To obtain an indication of the relative effectiveness of midcourse
measurements, the six correction matrices listed in tables 2-16, 2-17,
and 2-18 are employed on a trajectory. The resulting uncertainties in
the estimated position coordinates at the nominal rendezvous point are
then obtained.
As a basis for comparison, a specified reference trajectory is used and
the deviations in the state variables at injection; i.e. the injection errors,
are the same for each case. The reference trajectory is a Hohmann
(180 degrees) transfer from a 185-kin (i00 n. mi) circular parking orbit
to a 740-km (400 n. mi) circular target orbit. Injection errors are:
AX I = AY I = i. 85 km (I n. mi)
AX I = AY I = 3. 05 m/sec (i0 fps)
a. Single Measurement. - The uncertainties (_f, Ayf) in determining
the final position when a single measurement is made are presented for each
injection error in figures Z-25 through 2-30.
Each figure contains two graphs:
(i) AXf vs¢_ T T 1
(2) Ayf vs _T T1
which have errors for each injection error.
perform the measurement is that value of
certainty is minimum.
The best point at which to
¢°TT 1 for which the position un-
The uncertainties which result when no measurement is performed, are
presented in table 2-19 for each injection error. These figures may be com-
pared with the data in figures Z-25 through 2-33 to determine the relative
effectiveness of the measurement procedures.
Inspection of the curves shows that when two observables are measured,
the combination of range and range rate gives the best combination and
the point at which to perform the correction is 40 to 60 degrees prior to
the nominal rendezvous point.
Of the two cases using measurements of three observables, the
combination of range, range rate, and angle appears to provide the best
combination (although only limited information is availablel. The un-
certainties are less than for the case using range and range rate as would be
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expected because of the additional information used. As in the procedure
using range and range rate, the best correction point is 40 to 50 degrees
prior to rendezvous.
TABLE Z- 19
FINAL POSITION UNCERTAINTIES WITH NO MIDCOURSE
MEASUREMENT PERFORMED
Injection
__ .._or
Position
Uncertainties
AX
(k_)
(kin)
AX I
(1. 85 km)
_X I
(5.4 m/sec)
AY I
(I. 85 km)
AY I
(5.4m/sec)
1.85 -Z3.5 30.7 11.5
1.85
-11.5
Z6. Z
IZ.7
33
5.5
II.7
b. Two Measurements. - Two sequential measurements utilizing
the range, range rate correction matrix are also performed using the same
185-km to 740-kin Hohmann transfer and the same fixed injection errors
as for the single measurement cases. Performance of the first and second
measurements are at coT T1 and coT T 2 respectively. Combinations of
these angles which are investigated are:
(i)
_TTI _OTT z
80 ° 70 °
80 ° 60 °
80 ° 50 °
80 ° 40 °
80 ° 30 °
2-74
|
|
|
i
|
|
i
|
80 ° 20 °
80 ° 10 °
(z) 60 ° 50 °
60 ° 40 o
60 ° 30 °
60 ° ZO °
60 ° 10 o
(3) 40 ° 30 °
40 ° ZO °
40 ° 10 °
The resulting uncertainties, AXf and Ayf, are presented in figures
2-31 through 2-33. Each figure represents a fixed value of coT T1 with
coT T2 being plotted along the ordinate.
The curves indicate that of the various combinations of measurement
points, the combination coT T I = 40 degrees, coT T 2 = I0 degrees appears
to have the greatest effect in reducing the uncertainties. This assumes
that all errors (i.e., AX I, AY I, AX I, AY I) are present at injection.
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3. CONCLUSIONS
Comparison of the allowable errors obtained in paragraphs 2. 2. 1 and
2. 2. 2 indicates wide discrepancies. For example, the allowable 3a error
in altitude at injection is found to be 0.47 km in paragraph 2.2. I, and the
same error is found to be 4kin in paragraph 2. 2.2. Such discrepancies are
felt to be the result of different assumptions and methods of analysis.
Injection errors for the modified proportional navigation model for in-
stance are obtained using analytical methods while the errors for the on-off
system are obtained by running the stochastic process on a computer.
Further, the random sensor errors for active rendezvous are determined in
conjunction with bias errors and dynamic errors in the modified proportional
navigation model; whereas, sensor errors are considered individually in the
on-off system. Also the criterion is not the same for each analysis.
Thus, the sensor requirements are seen to be sensitive to the dynamic
characteristics of the system as would be expected, and also to the criteria
utilized.
When a pilot is included in the control loop, it appears that sensor require-
ments may be relaxed somewhat because of the pilot's inherent ability to fil-
ter noisy signals. This filtering ability very likely increases with the pilot's
"feel" for the dynamics' and geometry of the rendezvous.
It may be stated, however, that state of the art sensor capabilities appear
adequate for performance of rendezvous missions.
The midcourse reduction of uncertainties in the state variables has
dubious value. The main reason for this contention is that it appears within
the state of the art for the chaser to perform the injection maneuver with
sufficient accuracy so that undue requirements are not placed on the per-
formance of the active rendezvous phase.
If, however, a system were included for performing the indication process,
it would be more expedient to take a greater number of successive measure-
ments and so apply some type of data smoothing. This would reduce the
vulnerability of the process to random errors.
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APPENDIX A
BASIC EQUATIONS FOR MECHANIZATION OF MPN
AND PILOTED RENDEZVOUS PROGRAMS
This appendix presents the equations used in mechanizing the rendezvous
models for the modified proportional navigation and manned simulations.
These models are presented together, since they utilize the same equations
to describe the relative geometry and dynamics.
In paragraph 1 the nomenclature and symbols used are presented. In par-
agraph 2 the coordinate systems are defined. The equations of motion used
for the MPN and pilot controlled systems are discussed in paragraph 3.
i. NOTATION AND SYMBOLS
The vector notation that will be employed throughout the following dis-
cussions is:
( ) = a vector quantity.
If the need arises where it is necessary to express a vector quantity in a
particular coordinate system, a subscript designating the coordinate system
will be attached to that vector. For example, {R)T is the range vector be-
tween target and chaser expressed in target local-vertical coordinates.
dt
T
time derivative of a vector quantity with respect to
a coordinate frame designated by the subscript
after the vertical line
T
time derivative of the range vector between target
and chaser with respect to an inertial frame (I),
this vector being expressed in target local-vertical
coordinates (T)
In the discussions that follow, avector will be represented in two different
ways. First, if a vector, A, can be represented by the components a, b, and
c in a particular system, then__A can be denoted by the column vector CA];
where,
A-1
[a1hi= b
C
Secondly, _A can be represented as _A = ai_ + b__ + ck._
The above notation will be used in the list of definitions that follow.
_T 1
a
x T
a , a
YT ZT
dj °r
Angular velocity of target orbit; i. e. , d_- I
Chaser thrust accelerations expressed in target
coordinates
, a , a
axb Yb Zb
eb' ¢b' Cb
mb ' _b ' _b
Tx Ty Tz
e, e
e,e,e
x y z
e
eY b' z b
_b,_b,_b
x y z
A
E
T
Chaser thrust accelerations expressed in chaser
body axes coordinates
Pitch, yaw, and roll, respectively, of the chaser
body axes with respect to the target coordinate
system
Components of the chaser body angular rate with re-
spect to the target coordinate frame and expressed in
chaser body axes coordinates with associated column
vector [to]
Line-of-sight angle and angular rate with respact to
inertial s pace
Inertial line-of-sight rates expressed in target
local-vertical coordinates
Components of inertial line-of-sight rate in Y and Z
directions of the chaser body coordinates
Components of the inertial chaser body angular rate
expressed in chaser body axes coordinates with its
associated column vector being [¢_]
Angle between X b_ axis and the projection of the range
vector (___Rfs)b on the X b-Z b plane
Angle between the range vector (R) b and its projection
on the Xb-Z b plane
Period of one complete orbit of the target
A-Z
I
I
I
I
I
f
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
aot f
G C
F C
R
T
R C
e
T
RTp
VTp
ge
r
e
[B]
Initial phase shift of a target trajectory
Gravitational acceleration acting on chaser
Acceleration applied to chaser
Distance from center of earth to target
Distance from center of earth to chaser position
Eccentricity of target orbit
Radius from center of earth to target position when
target is at perigee
Velocity of target at perigee
Gravitational acceleration at surface of the earth,
Z
3Z. 2. ft/sec
Radius of the earth
Directional cosine matrix, target local-vertical
axes to chaser body axes (the Eulerian transformation
matrix)
Eulerian angular rates of the chaser body axes with
respect to the target local-vertical frame
Transformation matrix relating the chaser body rates
to the Euler angle rates
R
R
--b
Chaser-to-target range expressed in target coordinates
Chaser-to-target range expressed in chaser body
coordinates
R
R b
G
T
t
Magnitude of R
Magnitude of R
--b
Gravitational acceleration acting on target
Time
A-3
Z. DEFINITIONS OF COORDINATE FRAMES
The main reference coordinate system to be used (as shown in figure
1) is a right-handed local-vertical coordinate frame centered at the tar-
get. The target moves in the plane defined by the X T - YT axes with
a rotational rate about the Z T axis of coT so that YT is always aligned
with the radius vector R T from the center of the earth (E). The chaser
is defined relative to the target-centered, local-vertical coordinate frame
by means of the coordinates X, Y, and Z. The chaser body axes, Xb,
Yb, and Z b (X b being along the logitudinal axis), are defined relative to the
target local-vertical coordinate frame by means of Euler angles as shown
in figure Z. The pitch angle, 8b, is the rotation in the X T - YT plane about
the ZT axis forming the Xl, YI, and Zl coordinate frame. The yaw angle,
%bb is the rotation in the X 1 - Zl plane about the Y1 axis forming the Xz,
TARGET
YT
XT
y
Z T
RT
R
C
E
Z
1750D-VA-95
Figure I. Vehicle Geometry
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YI YT YI 'Y2 Yb YZ
Qb
X!
X2
X 2XT X I ,X b
Zl Z I Z 2 Zb
(A) PITCH (i) YAW (C) ROLL
17500 - YA- IQ
Figure Z. Euler Angles
YZ, Z2 coordinate frame. The roll angle, _b is the rotation in the Y2 -
ZZ plane about the X2 axis forming the ferry body axes coordinate system
Xb, Yb, Zb" The sequence of rotation chosen here (@b, b, _b) is somewhat
arbitrary in that many other combinations of pitch, yaw, and roll will arrive
at the same orientation of the chaser body axes with respect to the target
location vertical axes. This particular sequence was chosen for reasons
explained later. The accelerations of the chaser vehicle are applied along
the body axes and the attitude control system moments about these same axes.
3. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND MEASURED QUANTITIES COMMON TO
BOTH MPN AND PILOTED GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
From figure 1, the chaser-to-target range is expressed vectorially as:
R = R C - __RT (i)
Designating the gravitational acceleration on the target by G T and the
gravitational and thrust accelerations on the chaser by G C and FC,
respectively, yields:
d 2
2
dt
(R T) = G T (z)
A-5
and
d 2
dt 2 (Rc) ---_c + _- c
I
(3)
Differentiating equation 1 twice with respect to an inertial reference system,
I, produces:
d2 {R) = d 2 d 2
-- (R C) [ (RT)" (4)
Substituting equations 2 and 3 into equation 4 yields:
2
dt z 1_) -- _C + I--qC - _T )
I
d z I
By vector differentiation, _ Idt z I
I
(R) is expressed as:
(5)
I I I T I (6)
Performing the operations indicated on the right hand side of equation 6
and substituting the result into equation 5 yields the vector equation of
motion of the chaser relative to the target:
-- Rsf+ -_- {COT) xR+ 2 T x-_- (R +_T x (_--T xR_)
dt2 T T T
(7)
=F +
--c (--Gc- --GT)
The above vector equation is expressed in scalar form in the target
coordinate system as:
(---R)T: X!T + Y_-T + ZkT (8)
and similarly for d R and R
T T T T
A-6
The gravitational acceleration acting on the target is:
Z
g r
{OTI T =- e e
a JT
R
T
(9)
From figure 1 the gravitational acceleration acting on the chaser is along the
vectorR C. ExpressingG C in satellite coordinates by means of the direction-
al cosines associated with__c, yields:
2 X 2 (RT + y)
=- - r iT(Gc)T gere 3 IT gee R 3
RC C
2 Z
- gere R-----3- k T
C
(i0)
also
(Fc) T : axT iT + a iT + a _kT (i i}YT ZT
Substituting equations 8, 9, 10, and 11 into 7 and performing the operations
indicated in 7 in the target coordinate frame yields the following scalar
equations of relative motion:
•' . iT T z xX = axT + 2_ T y+ +_T 2 X - ger (12)
e RC3
Y = a - Z_ X - _TX + Z y + Z (13)
YT T gere 2 RC3
•" 2 Z
- 3 (14)
Z = azT gere RC
also
Z X z RT)Z 2R C = + (Y + + Z
The dynamic equations of motion of a two-body system are (from any
standard dynamics text):
RTp (1 + e)
RT = 1 + e cos e T
(15)
A-7
_oT
R V
TP TP (16)
where 0_T = @T
also,
R T =
Z
RT_ VTp
Z (1 + e cos 0 T)gere
(17)
Equation 17 may be rearranged to give:
Z
gere
Z 2
RTp VTp
R T (i + e cos ST)
From equation 16
Z Z Z 4
RTp VTp = _oT R T
Substituting equation 19 into equation 18
Z 3
Z _T RT
gere = 1 + e cos@
T
Substitution of equation Z0 into equations 12,
yields:
YT
z_T_-_Tx+_,z 1- )
Z
_°T R T
+
1 + e cos @T
13, and 14 and combining
1 + e cos @T
X
i _
1 + e cos @T y
(18)
(19)
(Z0)
(2.1)
(ZZ)
A-8
I
I
I
Z 3
°}T R____C1
i = - z (z3)
az T I + e cos 8 T
The transformation relating the chaser body axes coordinates to the target
local-vertical coordinate system must be determined since the accelerations,
presented in equations Zl, 2Z, and 23 are the chaser acceler-
axT a aYT ZT
ations expressed in target coordinates whereas the chaser actually thrusts in
its own body axes system.
The attitude of the chaser vehicle is measured with respect to the target
local-vertical coordinates. The Euler transformation selected is @b' _b'
and _b (pitch, yaw and roll, respectively). The result of the pitch
rotation is from figure 2:
X 1
Y
1
Z
1
"cos @ sin @ 0
b b
-sin @ cos @ 0
b b
0 0 1
X
T
Y
T
Z T
(Z4)
or in shorter form
In a similar manner for yaw and roll, there results:
(Z5)
02]Ix,]
Ex,3
where,
I cos Jib 0 - sin_bbl
[Bz]= 0 I 0
sin d_b 0 cos_b
(Z6)
(Z7)
(Z8)
B3] =
1
0
0
°°1cos % sin %
-sin _b cos _b
(Z9)
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Substitution of equations 25 and 2.6 into 2.7:
[xb]
Let
Thus, equation 30 becomes:
[xu]:
where,
(30)
(31)
i
(cos 8b cos _b)
{cos Ob sin 4bb sin _b
-sin Ob cos _b)
(cos 8b sin d_b cos _b
+ sin 8b sin q_b)
(sin 0b cos _b)
(sin 0b sin _b sin _b
+ cos 8b cos _b)
(sin 0b sin d_b cos _b
- cos 0b sin _b)
w
(-sin _b)i
(cos _b
sin _b)
(cos _b
cos qbb)
(32)
Since ]3 represents a coordinate transformation between orthogonal axis sets:
(33)
Thus, the chaser body accelerations can be written in terms of target
coordinates by means of [B]T .
The angular rates of the chaser body axes with res2ect ' to the target local-
vertical system may be related to the Eulerian rates Ob, d_b, and _b by a
matrix [e] ; i. e.,
wherein] represents the Euler rates:
(35)
L
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EachEuler rate may be referred to the body axis system, where the com-
ponents when summed, formthe components ofthe angular rotation [_bT]b,
expressed in the body axes. This procedure is accomplished by the
relationship expressed in equation 36 below.
CObT b b L-3j. z]
(36a)
i--
%T
x
_°bT
z
0
0
l
0
0
1 0 0
0 cos _b sin Cb
0 -sin _b cos _b
0 0
cos _b sin _b
-sin Cb cos _b
0
Sb
0
i
L
cos _b
0
sin _b
0
1
0
- sin _b
0
o I
0
Obj
(36b)
Expanding and adding yields:
_bT
z
_b - 8b sin qJb
Sb cos dpb+ @b cos q2b sin dpb
-$b sin @b ÷ _b cOS q2b COS qb
m
1 0 - sin _b
0 cos _b (cos _b sin Cb )
0 -sin _b (cos _b cos _b )
- . "I
_bb[
_b]
(37a)
(37b)
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Consequently:
[c]
I
= 0
0
l
0 - sin d;b I
cos _b (cos _b sin _b )
-sin _b (cos _b cos _b )
(38)
The Eulerian rates in terms of the body angular rates are expressed as:
(39)
Since the axes about which the Euler rates are measured are not orthogonal:
Taking the inverse of [C] gives:
(40)
l
0
0
( tan d?b sin ¢b ) (tan d?b cos qbj
cos _bb -sin qbb (41)
One reason for the selection of the 0b, _b, Sb rotation is that in any order
of rotation the middle angle of rotation will cause [C] -I to have a singular
point when that angle passes through±(Zn+ I) =/Z, where n= I, Z, 3, . ...
It was assumed that yaw would be the least likely attitude angle to go through
(Zn + 1) =/Z.
T] is as follows:Determination of _0b b
or (42.)
A-12
The quantity '_1_°"_.b is expressed as:
where
l W_l = IBI co
L -Jb _
lUJml
L -JT
T
Substituting equation 43 into 41 gives:
(43)
(44)
It°bib terms of the attitude torques applied.is determined in
are expressed as:
dI
Mb = "_ I Ib _b
d I
= dt lb Ib_b +-_b Xlb__b
Performing the operations indicated in equations 45 gives:
These torques
(45)
Mbx
Mby
Mbz
"Ibx _bx + _by _%z (Ibz - Iby)
• + (Ibx - Ibz)Iby _by _bx _bz
Ibz _bz + _bx °_by (Iby - Ibx)
(46)
Rearranging
of the chaser
Mbx
& =
bx Ibx
M b
_by = I.'_
by
Mbz
_bz - Ib z
equation 46 produces the components of the angular acceleration
body axes:
Ibz - Iby
- _ a_bz ..... (47)
bx _ %y
bx )CObx C0by_ I'b' z
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These equations may be integrated to obtain the components of which are
used in equation 44.
Equations 15, 16, Zl through 23, 33, 39, 44, and 47 describe the relative
motion of chaser and target in target local-vertical coordinates in terms of
thrusts and attitude moments. These thrusts and attitude moments will be
determined by the guidance scheme employed. The guidance schemes employ-
ed produce command signals which are dependent upon certain measurable
quantities such as range and range rate.
3.1 MEASURED QUANTITIES
The measured quantities common to all guidance schemes considered are
presented here in analytical form. The expression for range is:
R = JX z + yZ + Z z (48)
differentiating 2.-35 yields the range rate, R:
: dR _ 1 (X_(+ YY + ZY.) (49)
dt R
In some of the guidance schemes considered, the attitude control system
requires information concerning the orientation of the range vector with re-
spect to the chaser body axes. This information is represented by the angles
A and E in figure 3.
From figure 3 it is evident that:
ibXR b
R b
- cos E sin AJb+ sin Ek b (50)
Since it is postulated that A and E will be kept small by the attitude control
system:
sinA_ A
sin E _ E
cos E ,_, 1
and also since
R_.b = -R
A-14
I
I
I
i- b R_b
lb X R b _'e"_ I
o
17500-VA- 97
Figure 3. Relation Between A, E, and R b
equation 50 becomes:
Taking the dot product of equation 51 with_b yields:
A = ---Jb'{'_bxR)
R
and similarly
E __
-kb, (i__bx R__)
R
The inertial line-of-sight rate can be expressed as:
_- z _e: R---r x _T I
(51)
(52)
(53)
(54)
A-15
where,
d R:_- R+_TXRdTi-- b-- - --
If the line-of-sight rate in equation 54 is expressed in target local-vertical
coordinates, then by using the transformation matrix [B], it can be expressed
in chaser body axes coordinates; i. e. ,
where,
e
x
= e
I .y
e
z
If it is assumed that the attitude of the vehicle can be controlled such that the
!b axis is approximately colinear with R b (by making A and E = 0), then
e = 0. Then:
xb
el]b :
0
e
Yb
e
z
b
Equations 48, 49, and 5Z through 55 express the measurable quantities
common to all schemes.
The complete set of orbital rendezvous equations which forms the basis of
the MPN and manned rendezvous simulations is listed below.
3.2 BASIC EQUATIONS FOR SIMULATION
A-16
"X = a
xT
Y=a
YT
i, +e ]I+ 2 _T _ + ¢°T Y + _T2 +
' Z I (RT_3"kRCj I + elcos OT1+ g _T X + _T X +COT I
+ 1+ 0T 1-e cos kRd
X
Y
(56)
(57)
z
= a - i + e cos 0 T _Rc/
zT
Z
g _T e sin0 T
_T = - 1 + e cos 0
T
VTp (i + e cos @T )Z
_T = Z
RTp (I + e)
RTp (1 + e)
R T = i + e cos 0T
:[ z211'2R C X Z + (Y + RT )2 +
Z
• sin @b cos @ b
@b - cos _b _bTcos _bb _bT + 'y z
_b = cos qb _bT - sin q_c ¢_bT
y z
_b = _bT + @b sin _b
X
_bx- Ibx Wby ¢_bz _ Ibx
by Iby bz
Mbz
bz Ibz bx
lbx - Ibz _
_bx \ Iby /
Oby \ bz
= _bx + _T sin b
(58)
(59)
(60)
(61)
(62)
(63)
(64)
(65)
(66)
(67}
(68)
(69)
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= Oby - _T cos ddb sin d_b (70)
= C0bz - coT cos _b cos _b (71)
A-18
axT
a
yT
azT
bll
b12
b13
b21
b22
b23
b31
b3z
b33
R
X
= bll ax b + bzl ay b
= blz ax b + b2z ay b
= b13 ax b + b23 ay b
= cos 0 b cos _b
= sin 0b cos _b
b a
+ 31 zb
+ b3z az b
+ b33 a
zb
= - sin Ob
= cos 0 b sin _bb sin _bb - sin 0 b
= sin Ob sin Ob sin Ob + cos 0 b
= cos _b sin d_b
= cos e b sin _bb cos d_b+ sin
= sin e b sin _b cos d_b - cos
= cos _bb cos _bb
I/z
= (X z + yZ + Z z)
= l-i- (XX + YY + ZT.)
R
= I__ (y_._ ZY- wTXZ)
R z
0 b sin qbb
e b sin _bb
(7Z)
(73)
(74)
(75)
(76)
(77)
(78)
(79)
(80)
(81)
(8z)
(83)
(84)
(85)
(86)
!1
II
II
l
II
= ! {zi - _x -_r Y Z)
Y R Z
R
e " +b e +b e
y]_ : bzlex ZZ y 23 z
Zb b31 e + e + b 3 e= x b3z y 3 z
1 Y + b 3 Z)
_A : _ (b31 X + b 3Z 3
I
E = _ (-bz1 X -bz2 Y - b23 Z)
(87)
{88)
(89)
{90)
(91)
(9z)
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APPENDIX B
EQUATIONS DEFINING MPN GUIDANCE
This appendix contains discussion of the equations used to mechanize the
modified proportional navigation guidance scheme. Two control sections are
presented which are incorporated in the program. Control section number 1
is used to determine the effects of dynamic errors such as engine time lags
and thrust misalignments. Control section number 2 incorporates sensor
measurements which have second-order frequency response characteristics
and is used to determine the effect of measurement errors on the system.
The rotation, symbols, and coordinate systems described in Appendix A
are applicable to this appendix.
I. DETERMINATION OF MPN EQUATIONS
The control equations used here are those derived in reference 1 by
Cicolani. References 2 and 3 also present similar guidance relations.
From equation 23 of reference 1:
d IIV V2 [ (S K+I) sinL] Iv+ S xV (l)d"_" - R (S-2) cos L- K L _Ls --
wher e
V = velocity of the chaser with respect to the target
Ref. Icicolani ' Luigi S. , Trajectory Control in Rendezvous Problems Usin_
Proportional Navigation, NASA TN D-772, April 1961.
Ref.?irish, L. A., A Basic Control Equation for Rendezvous Terminal
Guidance, IRE Transactions on Aerospace and Navigation Electronics,
September 1961, pp. 106-113.
Ref.3Green, W.G., Logarithmic Navigation for Precise Guidance of Space
Vehicles, IRE Transactions on Aerospace and Navigation Electronics,
June 1961, pp. 59-113.
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V - magnitude of V
1 = unit vector in the V direction
--V
L = lead angle, the angle between the relative range vector, R, and the
velocity vector V
= angular velocity of the relative range vector, R, in inertial space
S, K= control parameters
These quantities are indicated in figure I.
d_[ V = commanded acceleration vector to the ferry body axes system.I
If Z<<l, corresponding to a value of R e which is small relative to R, then
equation I becomes:
v K l + S_ x v (z)
I ---R V -- --
It is desirable to view everything from the chaser body axes frame; i.e., to
determine the inertial velocity of the target relative to the chaser:
Y
REFERENCEFRAME WT _ Iv
_ ALL ANGLES AND ANGULAR
.,4" VELOCITIESARE eosmvE ,N
_ 'e ° THE COUNTER- CLOCKWISE
T X
1750D-VA-g8
Figure I. Geometry for Rendezvous
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V = -Vf
where,
Vf = velocity of the target relative to the chaser
_IVf= unit vector in the Vf direction
and since e is the same in either frame equation Z becomes:
Z
Vf
a_t vf -
I R + x (-Vf)
(3)
Equation 3 is analogous to the expression for the derivative of a vector
with respect to inertial space when it is expressed in a moving coordinate
frame; i.e:
I d I N _d N =_- +_xN
_I- m- "-
whe re
N = the vector being differentiated
= rotation of the moving coordinate frame with respect to inertial space
In equation 3, Vf is the vector being differentiated and _ is the rotation of
the range vector K with respect to inertial space. Since Vf andR are essen-
tially colinear (L<<l), e is also the rotation of Vf with respect to inertial
space. Hence the approximation expressed by equation 3 is, in essence,
valid. In figure Z the velocity vector is shown for positive values of Rby and
it is evident that:
Zf = R %o + R ebzlb - R eby k b
• • • k be_ = eby J b + ebz
(4)
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1
Yf
R_bz R_
=__ _ . iZ._ k b
Vf i b + Vf "_b Vf
also
d
Vf = a i + a J--b + a k b
dt I xb --b Yb Zb
Substitution of equation 4 into equation 3 and performing the indicated opera-
tions results in:
a ib+ a lb+a __
Xb Yb z b
Z
= R- R _ ib + vf _-b Vf
+ RS(,Z oZ ) ,e .,eby+ ebz ib " SR bz _-b + SReby kb
As suming that:
*2
eby << 1
,Z
ebz << 1
(5)
then
Vf ~ R
Equating like components of equation 5 yields the basic continuous modified
proportional navigation law:
a
xb K R (6)
a = - (S + K - 1 ) • •Yb _ R ebz (7)
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if
a
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
!
I
!
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
17_K)O-VA- 99
Figure Z. Relation Between V and Chaser Body Axes
S K-I),,
azb = + _ Rebz
(8)
Z. MODIFICATION OF LONGITUDINAL CONTROL LAW FOR FINITE
TERMINAL ACCELERATION
Equation 6 is the basic longitudinal control law used. Since it is not the
intent of this study to analyze the docking phase of orbital rendezvous, the
maneuver may be considered to be completed when nonzero terminal condi-
tions have been reached. Accordingly, one-way equation 6 can be modified
to achieve these terminal conditions is as follows:
a =
x b K R - Rf
(9)
where,
D
Rf = desired terminal range rate
Rf =desired terminal range.
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It is desirable in the case of a limited throttling range to employ a control
law which not only requires a finite terminal velocity and range but also a
finite terminal acceleration. To determine the expression that results in a
finite terminal longitudinal acceleration, let:
2
a= R dR _ (K - I) _Z . Rf + C (i0)
dR K R - Rf
where,
a = the acceleration along the range vector, R.
Rearranging equation i0:
dR K- 1 R 1 K- 1 Rf
dR K R - Rf R K R - Rf
Equation Ii is Bernoulli's equation, where the substitution n =_Z
equation Ii to:
dn (K- 1) n K - 1
d"R - 2 K R- Rf = 2 " K R -Rf/
(ll)
c onve r ts
(12)
which is of the form:
an
+
dR
P(R)Y(R) =Q(R)
where,
P(R)
_ -Z(K - 1 ) 1
K R - R.f
Q(R) = z
K R - Rf/
Equation 12 has the solution
n = e C 1 + Q(R)e fP(R)dR dR
B-6
(13)
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
Substituting the expressions for P (1%)and Q (R) into equation 13 and perform-
ing the operations indicated produces:
Z(K - l)
i_2 • Z C (R K 2K C(R (14)
-mr - 1 -mr) K-Z -Rf)
For R = R , R = R we have:
O O
' {R' ' .K ]CI = Z(K - I) o "Rf + K - Z C (R -o Rf)
(R o - Rf) K
Thus equation 14 becomes:
[ ,2 i._K 7fR - l_f \A2 • z A_ - Rf + c
-,<,: ., <,<o -
Z(K - 1)
K
ZK
- _ G(R - Rf) (15)
Substituting equation 15 into equation I0 yields:
Z(K - 1) C + C (16)
K-Z
Imposing a = af at R = Rf on equation 16 yields:
af= C Ii Z(K -I)]K Z ; C= K-ZK af
Thus, equation I0 becomes:
R2 " 2
K-I -Rf Z-K
a - K R - Rf + _ af (17)
However the acceleration, a , of equation 9 or 6 and the one to be used in
xb
the computer model is the acceleration along the range vector, 1% (assuming
A and E of figure 1 are held zero by the attitude control system) as viewed in
the ferry body axes system. Therefore, a is the negative of the "a" of
equation 17. Xb
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Thus,
a: \Xb - "7 - R-RFI K af (18)
Equation 18 along with equations 7 and 8 are the modified proportional navi-
gation equations that are used for translational control in the digital computer
model.
The range rate as a function of R satisfying the terminal conditions is,
using equation 15:
The acceleration as a function of R is:
(R-Rf)
(K-Z)
K
a = "a f" (K-I) [ kz "2
x b "_ o " Rf - Z af (R ° - Rf g(I<-l)
K
From equation 20 it is evident that when R = Rf:
(R o - Rf)
(20)
a = -af which is exactly the desired terminal acceleration.
Z. 1 Control Section Number 1
The control section represented by the equations in this section incor-
porates thrust misalignments and engine lags in the MPN guidance scheme
in order that their effect on the overall system performance may be de-
termined. Also included are attitude control equations for maintaining the
proper orientation of the vehicle with respect to the line-of-sight. Hence,
this control section certains six-degrees of freedom - three translational
and three rotational.
2.I.i Thrust Commands
Commanded accelerations along the chaser body axes are given as:
B-8
+ e b)
where equation 22 is modified to include an LOS rate bias; eb.
The effects of thrust misalignments are defined by the thrust misalign-
ments parameters .. , p etc (defined in figure 3 and the resulting ac-Pxy - xz
celeration along each axis are represented analytically by equations 24
through 26, below. In the equations, the p's are in radians and the as-
sumption is made that the p's are small enough so that the small angle ap-
proximation is valid; i.e.,
cos p _ 1
sinp _ p
Let
(21)
(22)
(23)
P = the angle the projection of a'
xz x b
positive X b axis.
on the X b - Z b plane makes with the
Pxy angle a' makes with the X - Z b plane
x b
The remaining misalignments shown in figure 3 are defined similarly
a =a + a + a
Xbm x b Pyx Yb Pzx z b (24)
a = a +a +
Ybm Pxy x b Yb Pzy (25)
a a' + a' + a' (26)
Zbm = PYz Xb Pyz Yb Zb
In the above equations the quantities a' , a' , and a' are the accelerations
' Xb Yb Zb
which result when the engines are assumed to possess a single-order time lag.
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These accelerations are related to the commanded accelerations by the
following equations:
1
a I - a
xb -x s + ] Xbc
(Z7)
1
a' = a (Z8)
Yb TyS + 1 Ybc
1
a ! - a
Zb n- s+lz Zbc
2.1.2 Attitude Control
The main decelerating engine of the chaser, aligned with the X b axis, is
used for range rate control, whereas the four engines mounted normal to the
X b axis are used to control the line-of-sight rate. It is therefore, necessary
to keep the Yb axis aligned with the range vector. This is accomplished by
means of the attitude control system.
The angles A and E (figure 1 of Appendix A) must be kept to zero in
order to satisfy the requirement. In order to maintain A and E zero,
attitude control torques might be produced about the Yb and Zb axes which
are proportional to A and E, respectively. In addition, damping can be in-
troduced by making the control torques proportional to the rates and
eby eb z
If A and E are kept small, the inertial angular body rates, _0 b and 0_ b '
y z
_by respectively.will be approximately equal to the LOS rates and _bz
The torques Mby and Mbz will thus be proportional to_0by and _0bz as well
as to A and E, respectively. Equations 30 and 31 result from these con-
siderations. (It is possible to measure _0by and _Obz by means of rate gyros. )
M' b = K A - C u,b (30)Y Y
Y Y
M' = K E - C _ (31)
bp p p bz
The roll rate is critical if it is sufficiently large to appreciably change the
directions along which the normal translational engines thrust, in the time
made available, because of delays in the actual initiations of the translational
thrust commands. Therefore, a control torque about the X b axis proportional
to the roll rate, wb , was selected as indicated by equation 32.
x
B-IO
Yb
•_ 0 'yb
azb _X b
z b
1"/'50D- VA- I00
Figure 3. Thrust Misalignment
IV[' = - C cobb x
x x
(32)
If the thrust axes do not pass directly through the center of mass of the
vehicle, moments are set up which can cause roll, pitch and for yaw rates.
Combining these rate with equations 30 through 32 gives:
= M' + c a - c a (33)
Mbx bx Ibx zy zb Ibx yz Yb
= M' + a • a (34)
Mby by Iby •xz x b - Iby zx zb
=M' + • +a • a
Mbz bz Ibz yx Yb - Ibz xy x b
(35)
Each of the • etc, in the above equations is a ratio of a thrust offset to
xy
the square of a radius of gyration. For example, • is the ratio of the off-
yz
B-II
Yb
X!
Zb
0
0 _
O_x b
1750D-VA- I01
Figure 4. Thrust Offsets in the Yb - Zb Plane
set (e ' ) of the a thrust from the Yb axis in the Yb - Zb plane to the
yz Yb
Z
square of the radius of gyration, r k , about the axis perpendicular to the
x
Yb - Zb plane; i.e., along the X b axis. Then,
I
£
yz
£
yz r 2k
X
(36)
and
!E
XZ
xz Z
r
k
Y
Figure 4 illustrates the _' and c' offset.
zy yz
and X b - Yb planes are defined similarly.
Offsets in the X b - Z b
(37)
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2. i. 3 Velocity Determination
Velocity expenditures required to perform the rendezvous are obtained
from equations 38 through 40.
=f la I a, (++)
x x b
Y Yb
Avz =flazbl_ dt (40)
Hence, the normal velocity expenditures is:
AV = +a
n z
and the total velocity is:
(41)
f 2 2AV = (a Z + a + a ) dt (42)
t Xb Yb Zb
2.2 Control Section Number 2
When using the equations of this section, control of the chaser is limited
to two dimensions, X and Y. Out-of-plane motion is not considered.
The quantities of range, range rate and angle rate, used to control the
thrusting, are assumed to correspond to outputs from sensors which have
quadiatic frequency response characteristics and are represented by R ,
m m
and _ . These quantities are determined using equations 43 through 51
below m
Range is determined as follows.
2 2
=co R - Z_ co R -co R (43)
m r r r m r m
m = dt (44)
Rm = f dt (45)
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Similarly for range rate:
m rd -rd rd m
Z .
_rd Rm (46)
m-/ _m dt (47)
f dt (48)
m m
Angular rate is found from:
•.. 2 Z
e = ¢o e - Z_e d _ -¢o _ (49)zm ed z ¢°ed zm ed zm
zm -f' 'zmdt (50)
- [ _ dt (51)
zm- j zm
The fact that the above commands are actually analagous to those passed
through a quadratic filter can be verified by considering equation 43. Using
Laplace notation and rearranging yields:
(sZ + ¢o sZ_ + Z ¢oZ
r r _Or) Rm (s) = r R (s) (52)
a (s)
m 1
a(s) - z z_ (53)
S r
-- +-- s+l
2 ¢u
CO r
r
The commanded accelerations along the longitudinal and normal axis are
given by equations 54 and 55 respectively:
Rz _ kz(K- 1 ) m X -K
+ -- (54)
aLc- K R - Rf K af
a N = (s +-_) :Rm (ezra + eb)" (55)
C
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The applied accelerations are analagous to the commanded accelerations
after being passed through a quadratic filter. For the longitudinal accelera-
tions :
,, 2 - 2 _aL ¢0 , 2 ,a'L= COaL aLc aL aL " _aZ aL (56)
•a' = dt (57)L L
f°' dt (58), = a za L
Similarly, the normal acceleration is determined from:
o., 2 - 2 a' 2 ,
aN = ¢°aN aNc _aNWaN aN "°_aN a N (59)
',- d,a N -
,-fa N - a_ dt (61)
Utilization of altitude control section assumes that the orientation of the
vehicle is maintained such that the longitudinal axis is along the range vector
and the normal axis is in the plane of rotation. Hence, no equations are used
to represent the attitude control system.
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APPENDIX C
LINEARIZED MODEL
The guidance system utilizing modified proportional navigation control was
discussed in Appendix B of Volume IV. This system lends itself to a greater
depth of hand analysis. Accordingly, the differential equations of motion de-
veloped in this section are based on MPN control. These equations are ob-
tained by linearizing and idealizing the equations of Appendixes A and B of
this volume.
The first portion of this section is devoted to obtaining the aforementioned
differential equations. In the second portion solutions to the equations are
obtained for a special case. These solutions serve as a check on the digital
model.
I. LINEARIZATION
The first part of the linearization concerns itself with the equations used
in paragraph 2. 2 of Appendix B. In this development it is postulated that the
guidance system brings the chaser to the target on a relatively straight-line
course, such as the one in figure l which lies nearly in the plane of target mo-
tion. Further, it is presumed that the attitude control system keeps the longi-
tudinal engine essentially aligned with the range vector, the Yb axis in plane and
the Z b axis out of plane. These assumptions can be stated more explicitly as
follows :
a. The pitch angle, @b' is treated as a small variation, @, about a
nominal pitch angle, @bo" Similarly the yaw angle, _b' is presumed to be a
small perturbation, _b, about 180 degrees.
C-l
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Figure i. Chaser Trajectory and Modified Coordinate System
(1)
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_--__
sin Ob sin Obo + O cos @bo
Ob - @bocos _ cos @bo O sin
I
I
I
I
I
sin _b----- _ (2)
_b _cos = - I
b. The roll angle approximations corresponding to the postulated
attitude control are:
sin 4b -_
_b"Cos -- I
(3)
c. The target is assumed to be in a circular orbit:
.'.Eccentricity = 0 (4)
d. Squares of small quantities are neglected when they occur as higher
order terms. Small quantities, relative to unity, are:
x (5)
Y
Z
Z
R
<<I
e.
coordinate transformation shown in figure I:
X
r
Z
b -
It has been found convenient in the linearization to introduce the
cos @bo sin @bo
- F-
0 IX
0 Y
l Z
-sin @bo cos @bo
0 0
(6)
Yr/R << 1
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Dividing both sides of equation 62 of Appendix A by RT and making use of
equations 4 and 5:
(v)
Substituting 4 and 5 into equations 56 through 58 of Appendix A:
"" " 2 Y
X = axT + 2_OTY + 3_ T RT X
(8)
• ° ° Z
Y
Y = a - 2_TX+ 3_ T Y {I +-_T )YT
• " 2 3Y
Z = azT - _T Z (I - _T )
For a typical earth orbit, _T
celerations are of magnitude 1 ft/sec 2 Thus nonlinear terms of higher
Z
order than _T may be neglected. Equation 68 becomes:
"X = axT + 2_TY
Z
Y = a 2COTX + 3_TY
YT
is about 1 milliradian/second whereas ac-
(9)
Z = a z - _r2Z
T
Substitution of 2 and 3 into equations 75 through 83 of Appendix A:
bll = - cos @b bI2 = -sin _b b13 = _
b21 = - sin @b b22 = cos eb bz3 = _
b31 = - _cos @b b32 = - _ sin @b b33 = -I
+ _ sin e b - qb cos 8 b
(10)
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Substituting equations Z and 3 into equations 63,
Appendix A and solving simultaneously yields:
x
_b = _ - °aT _
Y
% = -e-
z
64, 65, 69, 70, and 71 of
(II)
(12)
Mbz
"@" _
Ibz
Substituting equations 5 and 6 into equations 84 and 88 of Appendix A:
R=X
r
(13)
R=X
r
Substituting equations 5,
giving:
• l r •
e _ 2 [zx - zx
Yb X r r
r
6, and 13 into equations 85 through 92 of Appendix A
(14)
1[ _ • ] H_0T
ezb X2 Y X Y Xn r n r
r
Note: The line-of-sight terms in 85, 87, 88, of Appendix A and thus in 14,
arise from the fact that _ is presumed to be measured with respect to in-
zb
ertial space. The term H = l then implies that e is with respect to inertial
zb
space whereas H = 0 implies e is with respect to the rotating frame.
zb
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Substituting equations I,
A =-z/x r - ¢
E = - Yr/xr + @
5_ 6 and 10 into equations 91 and 92 of Appendix A:
(15)
The purpose of the following substitutions is to re-express the differential
equations, 9, in terms of the coordinates, X , Y and Z, and the body axes
r n
accelerations, a
xb
74 of Appendix A
, a , and a . Substituting equations I0 into 72, 73, and
Yb Zb
[ ]
axT - axb cos 0b - ayb sin 0b azb _ cos 0b qbsin 0b (16)
a = - a sin Ob +a c°s Ob - a [_ sinob + 4_c°s @b]YT Xb Yb Zb
a =a qJ+a O-a
z
T Xb Yb Zb
Differentiating equation 6:
X cos + Y sin (17)
r = Obo Obo
X sin + Y cos
n = - ebo @bo
From equation 9
cos 0bo = axTCOS Obo + 2_0T Y cos 0bo
-X sin 0bo = - axTSin 0bo - Z_0T Y sin 0bo
(18)
sin Obo = ayT sin 0bo - 2_ T X sin 0bo + 3°_Z Y sin 0bo
cos 0bo = a cos - Z_0TX cos + 3 2
YT Ob° Obo _T Y cos 0bo
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Substituting 18 into 17:
= a cos 0 + a sin
r x T be YT @be + 2c0 T [- )( sin 0be + Y cos Obo ] (19)
2
+ 3_0TY sin @be
• °
Y = - a sin e
n x be
T
+a cos @
YT be
- Zw T [}( cos Obo + Y sin Obo ]
Z
+ 3C0TY cos 0be
Substituting I into 16 and dropping 2nd order terms:
a - a S - - a COS
XT= Xb [c° ebo @ sin eke] yb [e @be + sin @be ]
(20)
-azb[_COS ebo - q_ sinebo]
a =-ayT Xb [sin ebo + e cos ebo ] + ayb[
a cos[* % + %]
cos @be - @ sin @be ]
a =a ++a ¢-a
ZT Xb Yb Zb
Substituting 20 and 6 into 19:
= a (-1) + a (-@) + a
r x b -- Yb Zb
(-_) + 2_TY n (Zl)
+ 3c°Z sin ebo [Xr sinebo + Y cosen be ]
= a (-e) + a + a (-¢) - Z_0T](
n xb Yb Zb r
2
+ 3_TCOS ebo [(Xr sin ebo + Yn cos ebo ]
Z = axb (_) + ayb (q_) + azb {-1) - _°ZZl
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The last equation of 21 was obtained by substituting the last equation of
20 into the last equation of 9.
In Appendix B, the idealized attitude and translational control equations
are modified to account for time lags, engine offset, and misalignment, as
well as a finite throttling range. The control equatlons will be treated in
their original more idealized form here. The idealized control equations are
given in equations 22 and 23:
Mbx = - Cr_b (22)
X
Mby = - CyCO,o + KyA
Y
Mbz = - Cp_ b + KpE
Z
K 1R 2 K-2
- - Rf 2 + _ (23)
ax b K R - Rf K af
a =- S+-- +
Yb Zb eb)
azb + S + K Yb
Substituting equation 22 into 12
Cr
_;=-V %- _ *
X
C K
Y Y
cob +
_- Ib _b A+_T
Y
Y Y
C K
E
=-_P _b - IbIbz z
Z
Substituting equation 11 into 24:
Ck(Cr]--$-_T $+--*Ibx Ibx
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(24)
(25)
I
I
I
I
I
I
c KY _ +--_Y A + coTIby Iby
C K C
@" P @ ---_-P E - P
- Ib z - Ib z _TIbz
+
C
___gY
Iby
Substituting equation 15 into 25:
-EIbx Ibx
C K K
•_+_$+_ _ y z
Iby Iby Iby Xr + c°T
+__XY¢
Iby
C
@ + __Ep
Ibz
K K Yn _ C
@ + P S :--'P-P-- ---P _T
Ibz Ibz x r Ibz
(26)
Defining the following quantities:
T A Ibx 2 __
_o A
r = C r P =Ibz
(27)
K C
2 y
_OyA-- A p
= iby 2¢p_0p = ib z
C
2¢ o_ A__Z
Y Y -- Iby
and substituting into equation 26 yields
_ l; +('/'r);= (28)
_oz 2z [ ]YY Y y_ YY
r
_o2 2 Yn;+2%%6+ e:_P P X 2Cp_°p_°T
r
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Equations 28 are the attitude control equations.
14 into 23:
_2 R_K-l r - K-2
ax b K Xr Rf + _af
Substituting equations 13 and
a yb =- IS + K-----I] X r [yn_
r
] [ K_,].[ __] _,9,- Y X + S + X r H_ Tn r _ b
azb = + IS + _l l__xr [ZX- ZXr r]
r
Substituting equations 29 into 21:
r
_2 "2
K-I r - Rf
- K Xr - Rf
K-2 K-I
OX + 2¢0T y
r in..
+ 3_ 2 X sin 2 Zr 0bo + 3_T Yn sin 0bo cos 0bo
C-IO
_2 .2 _2Xr[y
_ _,r"_0,-.[s_']
n- K Xr - Rf -----_af @- +-- ._ Xn r
r
[ ][K_,]_ .+X H_ T- eb S +_ -Z_ T + 3_TXr r cos @bo sin @bo
_2 "2
K-1 r- Rf _+K-2
=-'K Xr - Rf K
-IS + K_____I] Xr [ZX - ZX ]- _ Z
-_b r r
Equations 30 and 28 serve as the model for analytical studies.
(30)
I
I
II
i
r
Z. PROGRAMMED MODEL CHECK SOLUTIONS
The usefulness of the equations derived in section 1 will be demonstrated
in this section. Solutions to the rendezvous problem will be determined in
six degrees of freedom for the case where:
= af = Rf = _l_f= e b = 0coT (31)
and
COytf 1
¢Optf
tf/T r
>> 1
where tf is the time duration of the rendezvous.
First consider the attitude control equations,
become:
+ r) =o
28. With coT = 0, they
(32)
co2 Z Z/x
y y y y r
coZ = coZ /X
c0 @ + @ Yn r@ + Z_p P P r
Inspection of Equations 31 and 32 implies the following concerning the at-
titude control system. After a short transient, relative to the time of flight,
the roll angle settles out at a fixed value. In general, the natural frequency,
co , must be greater than the frequency components of Z/X if the yaw at-
y r
titude control system is to do its job; i. e., keep A equal to zero. Assuming
co does meet this requirement, it is clear that _bundergoes a short transient
Y
and settles down at-Z/X . The same argument applies for the pitch angle
r
control system. In short, except for a brief initial transient, the attitude
control system may be summarized by:
C-II
= be (a constant) (33a)
= -z/x (33b)
r
o = Y /x (33c)
n r
In addition to the steady state solutions of equations 33, the transient
solutions occurring at the beginning of the rendezvous are of some interest
as check solutions. Since Y is zero, by definition, and Z is relatively
n o
o
small, the homogeneous solutions to equation 32 will serve to describe the
history during the starting transient. These solutions are given by:
/ - t/'r)¢ = m r d_o /1-e + dpo (34)
_b= e -<Y'Yt fo cos <coy t)-¢_ +1 'Yl 1-_Y 2)hd_°'_ sin(-yl t) ]
0 = -_pcopt cos (_ t) - _ + __ 0._ sin (_0 t
e Pl
o Pl Pl
whe re,
If equation 34 is differentiated and use is made of equation 11:
-t/T
r
cob = cob e
x xo
C-12
t_[_ l<_o+_o_1-_Y Y cos (co t) sin (co t (35)cob = e b y
Y
-_cot
c%, = e b
z NO
cos t)-( _-pcobz° -@°coP_sin (co t)]
Comparison of analytical and digital simulation results corresponding to
equation 35 are shown in figures 2, 3, and 4.
Next the trajectory equations, 30, will be considered.
equation 31.
:kz
K-1 r
_ _
r K X
r
iz
_=K-1 r K-1
n K X K
r
Substituting in
K,_2 [ ]_[ I_0 - S + _ , _-_ Yn + S +-- _-r n
r
(36)
±z iz x
z K_i r IS K_i]_ [ K-I] r- K x +---f- z+ s+---g-- k--z
r r
r
Substituting the steady state attitude control equations, 33, into equation
36:
iz
_ K-1 r (37a)
r- K X
r
Xr X2[_,]+sr"Y = S+-- _-- n --'_Y {37b)
n r X n
r
_r _
_:[s+_]__s_z (37c)
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The solution to equation 37 is as follows. The nonlinear range equation is
solved by separation of variables. Substituting the solution for Xr/X into
r
the two identical lateral channels transforms them into equidimensional
equations which are readily solved. Equation 37a may be expressed as:
X X
r K-1 r
(38)i K X
r r
Integrating equation 38:
• K-l
x ix]r K
ro
Integrating equation 39:
(39)
x [ iror i + tX - _
ro ro
K
In equation 40, X goes to zero when:
r
t --
KX
ro A
i - tf
ro
Defining
T = I - t/tf
(40)
(41)
(42)
Substituting equation 41 and 42 into 40:
k
X =X T
r ro
(43)
Substituting equation 43 into 39:
" K-I
X =X T
r ro
(44)
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Differentiating equation 43
K-I
• dX kX "I"
r dT ro
X _ -- -- --
r dT dt = tf
Dividing 45 by 43
X r tfT
Substituting 46 into 37b
V+ +-- _+s
n t_ n
(45)
(46)
Y = 0 (47)
n
Equation 47 can be put in equidimensional form by the following procedure:
Let
dZY dY
r} n dT
dt 2 - dr dt
(48)
and
dZYn d (dYn
dtz - _ \_
Z
dZYn I dT)
dT2 dt-
(49)
C-18
From equation 42,
dv i
dt - tf (50)
Substituting equation (50) into equations (48) and (49):
dY dY
n n 1
dt aT tf
Z
d Yn dZYn 1
dt 2 dT 2 t_
(51)
(5Z)
Equations (51) and (52), when substituted into equation (47) yield:
2 dY Z
a -y-s+-- +S
d T tf tf2T tfT
Y = 0 (53)
n
2 2
Multiplying by T tf :
2 2
T d Y dY
n IS+ K-I] ndT 2 - _ TK _ + SK2ydT n = 0 (54)
Equation 54 has the form of Euler's differential equation, the solution to
which is of the form:
k SK
Yn = C1 T + C a T (55)
The solution to equation 37c is obtained in a similar manner.
wher e,
Z = c3TK + C 4 T SK
where,
S Ynotf
C 1 =Y -- +
no S-I K(S-I)
(56)
C-19
Y v tf
no no
CZ = S- 1 K(S-1)
Z S Z tfO O
3 S-1 K (S-I)
Z o Z otf
C4 = S- 1 K (S-l) (57)
Substituting equations 43, 55 and 56 into equations 33b and 33c yield:
FZoS ot,]Tk[ZoZot.].K
= O Of T
e LIZ-IT+ K(S-1)J X S-l KIS-1) X
r . r
(58)
(59)
As stated on page C-l, the yaw and pitch angles, *b and E)b are represented by
qJb = @bo + O_ (60)
e b = Obo + O (61)
where %band O are given by equations 58 and 59 respectively.
Equations 60 and 61 are plotted in figures 5 and 6 respectively,
digital program results, for the case where
_bo = 180°
along with
Obo = O°
Figure 7 presents analytical results of equation 43 along with digital program
results and figure 8 presents similar data for equations 55 and 56.
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APPENDIX D
ADJOINT COMPUTER MODEL
This section develops the adjoint equations for rendezvous, employing the
continuous modified proportional navigation guidance law. The general
equations from Appendix C are linearized and restricted here to two dimen-
sions and small angle approximations. The resultant adjoint equations are
solved by the Satellite Rendezvous Sensor Error analysis digital computer
program to yield the influence of bias and random {fluctuation) sensor errors
on the terminal conditions of the rendezvous maneuver.
The first portion of this appendix develops the linearized forward differ-
ential equations, the second part is devoted to the derivation of the adjoint
equations, the third section derives the nominal closed form time solutions
of relative motion about which the linearization is done, and finally, the
outputs generated are described.
i. LINEARIZATION
To utilize the adjoint method of analysis, the differential equations of
relative motion and control must be linearized. From Appendix C, the fol-
lowing equations are obtained.
From equation 9 of Appendix C, the relative motion in the satellite local
level frame is given by:
= axT + _oT
= a - _oT X + 3_0T 2 Y
YT
(1)
From equation 16 of AppendixC, the transformation from ferry body axes
to satellite axes is:
a = -a -a e
XT Xb Yb
a =-a @+a
YT Xb Yb
(z)
D-1
where,
Y
n
O _ << i
X
r
O =O +O ;0
b b
o
- 0
b
o
The value of O
b
O
is arbitrarily set equal to zero.
From equations 29 of Appendix C, the MPN guidance laws, assuming af = 0,
are
_2 '2
K-I r - Rb
a --
x b K Xr - Rb
: XrYb _'_ [Yn _[r - _{n Xr] - -- _r_b
r
(3)
wherekb denotes both random and bias sensor errors in line-of-sight
measurement.
Combining equations 2 and 3 expresses the guidance law in satellite co-
ordinates. Second order terms in the perturbations (i.e.,OY) are neglected,
yielding, n
K-1 X r -
x T K X r - R b
YT _ _ Yn " S _Xr/ Yn + S+ K_ 1
(4)
where e ='kb denotes line-of-sight rate errors.
Before proceeding to the adjoint set of equations it is necessary to
linearize the above equations. The a equation is linearized about the
x
T
nominal trajectory as follows:
D-Z
Oa _a
x T x T
6a - 6X + ---,--
xT 0X r 0 Xr nominal r
6_
r
nominal
or
_xr +_10ax K Rb, xr-RbJ(Xr nominal
6_
r
no minal
Similarly, the expression for a is linearized.
YT
6&
YT r aX
J nominal_ r J nominal
f% l 6% l .
It n JnominalL"nJnominal[ ee
6O
nominal
Performing the indicated operations and recalling that:
(Yn) nominal = (Yn) nominaI = 10 ) nominal = 0
and therefore
6 0 = 0; 6 Y = Yn' 6 Y = Y
n n n
yields the following expression:
a = IS +-_1 IRA Yn- s(_r/g Yn
YT \Xr/ nomina_ r / nominal
+ l(x)K-I 8+ K r nominal
The complete set of linearized forward differential equations is composed of
equations I, 5, and 6.
(5)
(6)
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2. ADJOINT EQUATIONS
A set of equations, adjoint to the above equations, is derived here.
Essentially the adjoint set of equations provides the capability to determine
the propagation of bias and random errors, occurring throughout the rendez-
vous maneuver, to the terminal point of the rendezvous without resorting to
Monte Carlo techniques. Mathematically, a linear matrix first-order differ-
ential equation
X(t)= rA{t)] X(t), X(o)=X (7)
has a corresponding first-order, matrix differential equation which is adjoint
to the original set, given by:
[X't_]=- [A (t}] T [A {t}] , [A {o}] :[Ao] {8}
where the initial conditions[k ]are chosen dependent upon the output error
oJf
quantities of interest. [ J means transpose. Solution of this equation yields
the influence of sensor errors on terminal conditions. {See Appendix A of
Volume V for a detailed discussion of the adjoint error analysis technique. }
Rather than listing the resultant adjoint equations, figure 1 shows the
equations in block diagram form. In addition to the equations of relative
motion and the idealized guidance laws, second-order filters are included to
represent lateral and longitudinal engine lags and sensor dynamics. The
initial conditions on the adjoi.nt equations are chosen so as to obtain errors in
position{X, Y} and velocity {X, .Y} about the nominal terminal point {range =R b,
range rate = Rb' line-of-sight rate equals zero}. {See reference 1 for dis-
cussion of adjoint system block diagrams. }
3. NOMINAL TRAJECTORY
The adjoint perturbation equations developed in the previous part of this
section are viewed as describing small departures about a nominal trajectory
determined by assuming no system dynamic lags and_ T = 0. In addition it is
assumed that the nominal trajectory is initiated with:
Ref. 1
Laning and Battin, Random Processes in Automatic Control, New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956, pp. 239-247.
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Ip
X
L.
i
W
X
.]..._.._-
X
>. ,
£_E
-1
i
>-
E_ r-
I-,-
O
0
0
.r,I
0
<
D-B
XTf = X o
XTf = Xo (9)
YTf = YTf = 0
In Appendix C the nominal solutions for relative position and velocity were
derived assuming zero nominal terminal conditions (R b = R b = 0) but including
nonzero initial values of Y and Y . Here, starting from equation 37a of
n n
G but with R b#0, Rb#0 we have:Appendix
2 2
K-1 V -V b
a - (lO)
K r -r b
where
a =X
r
r
Vb = Rb
r =X
r
rb = R b
It is desired to obtain solutions of equation 10 for V = f (r), time histories
of a, V, and r and the total rendezvous time, tf.
dV dV dr dV
a-- dt - dr dt = V d--_ (11)
From equations 10 and 11:
VdV K- 1 dr
V 2 _ Vb 2 - K r - rb
(12)
D-6
a
i
i
R
B
i
i
i
I
i
n
I
i
a
n
a
i
Integrating equation i2 yields:
V 2 Z 2
= V b + (V °
Z(K - 1)
K
-vu) Vo:%J
where
(13)
r = r(O), V = V(O).
0 0
To obtain position,
dr
dt = m
V
r, and velocity, V, as functions of time:
(14)
For 0<t < t 1, assume, from equation 13.
O \ro - rb/
2(K- i)
K
Combining equations 14 and 15 and integrating:
1
K
 'ro-rb'FI -rb 0<t<tlt : _-_ Lkro - rb/
or solving for r,
l1 V°t /r = rb + (ro-rb) + K(r:'-rb)
K
for r
For tI< t-<tf assume, from equation 13
l<r<ro
(15)
(16)
(17)
V=V b (I8)
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Combining equations 14 and 18 and integrating:
r -r b
t = tf + Vb for t 1< t-<tf
(19)
or
r = r b - V b {tf-t) for r b <r <r I (20)
Define r I as range where:
2 (v:v:) _1-
V b = '=
or, making use of equation 13.
r 1 : r b + (r ° -r b)
2(K- 1)
K
K
Z(K- 1)
(21)
To determine, tf:
tf t 1
/ dt=/
0 0
tf
dt +ft 1
dt
where t = tI, when r = rl
Hence,
tf =
D-8
K (r ° - r b)
V
O
1
2(K- 1)
o - b/
K
2(K - 1)
(22)
i
i
i
i
i
In summary, the nominal, approximate closed form solutions for Xr(= r)
and X (= V) required in the adjoint perturbation equations are given by:
r
nominal
rX b + (X ° - Xb) [I
IX b - VbT
)_ = - V/V_ + (V 2Xr (T nominal o
XoX,I vthtf:tI vb 2_v j
O
V ° (tf - T) ._
+ K (X-o =" X_)] T >t I
T<t I
Z (K-l)
K
nominal
K
Z(K- i)
(23)
tI 2(K- I) ]
.=
Vo
and T = tf - t, the adjoint independent variable, which, physically,
go to the terminal time, if.
is time to
4. ADJOINT PROGRAM OUTPUTS
Previous portions of this section have developed the adjoint set of equations,
and the nominal trajectory solutions about which the adjoint equations are
linearized. Here the initial conditions placed upon the adjoint equations and
the outputs obtainable from the program are set forth.
Initial conditions for the adjoint equations are determined by the output
errors of interest. In the rendezvous problem we are interested in the
position and velocity errors at the nominal terminal point. In the satellite
local level coordinate system utilized, the errors are specified by departures
from the nominal end point in position (X, Y) and velocity (X, Y). Hence the
initial conditions applied to the adjoint equations are unit initial conditions on
D-9
on the variablesX I, X 2, Y1 and Yzshown in figure I. The unit IC's are
applied individually one at a time, the IC onX 1 generating X positional errors,
XZ(0 ) = 1 givingX errors, YI(0) = 1 givingY position errors and Y2(0) = 1
giving_{ errors.
The various output quantities shown in figure 1 are the result of postulating
certain types of sensor output errors. For the range output of the sensor four
types of error are assumed; constant range bias error, percentage of range
bias error, a random range error of spectral density W R (m2/cps) and a per-
centage of range random error of spectral density WpR (_/02/cps).
Four similar types of error are assumed for the range rate output.
For line-of-sight rate errors, only two types are postulated; a constant
bias error, line-of-sight (rad/sec) and a random line-of-sight rate error of
spectral density WLD (rad2/sec2/cps).
Thus, the adjoint program provides forty influence coefficients (four output
errors for ten types of input errors) which are utilized in determining the
allowable magnitude of sensor errors to meet a certain tolerable set of output
errors. An example employing these influence coefficients is given in
paragraph 3.1.Z.l of this volume.
D-10
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APPENDIX E
ADJOINT HAND ANALYSIS
This appendix develops analytical solutions for the adjoint impulse re-
sponses in the range channel. The solutions are determined for the special
case in which orbiting effects may be neglected. The MPN range control law
is given by:
K-1 (k + __n)z
- (1)
c K (R + R n)
where
C
R,R
R _
n n
K
= command acceleration
= range and r.ange rate
= range and range rate stochastic error inputs
= control variable
The engine response characteristics are treated as linear and time in-
variant. Thus the relation between R and R is given by:
C
-- = G(p)
C
(z)
d
where p represents the operator d"t-
Closed form solution for R(t) can be obtained from 1 and g if G(p) = 1 and
R = R = 0. This solution is derived in Appendix C and is given by:
n n
' E-I
R = R (I - t/tf) K
o
Nominal K R
o
Range tf - R
Solution o
K
R tf - t
duration of the rendezvous (3)
Formal linearization of equation 1 about the nominal trajectory given by
equation 3 results in:
Forward
Equations
"1% = 2(K- i) (1%+_n) K(K- I) (1%+1%n)
c tf - t (tf - t) Z
.-:- = G(p)
1%
C
(4)
RN
_I2oK-,)]
IK,K-,)1(if -t)21
17SOD- VA- I I I
E-Z
Figure 1. Forward Model
n
Ii
I
The block diagram corresponding to equation 4 is shown in figure i The
corresponding adjoint of equation 4 is shown in figure 2 The adjoint time
variable, T 1' is given by:
T 1 = tf - t (51
The simplest linear time invariant controller which results in bounded
impulse responses for the adjoint of equation 4 is given by equation 6.
1
G(p) = Z_ 2 (6)
i +mP+P-'_
_0
Insertion of equation 6 into figure Z and rearranging the block diagram leads
to figure 3. The range and range rate impulse inputs are shown after they
have been integrated once. Table 1 shows the initial conditions around the
block diagram corresponding to the two-step inputs. The last column is the
result of defining the signal at(Dto be z and observing that the signal at(2)is
i/_02z ' etc. where the prime indicates differentiation with respect tOT
and
Equating the signal at _) to the forcing functiDn and O , Q , Q O
gives the adjoint differential equation:
I_ INP__
R INPUT
1"/'500-VA - I Ia
Figure 2. Adjoint Model
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R INPUT
uel,p
I_ INPUT
®
2(K-I)T I
®
G(P) =
I-I-_-p÷ I-=p 2
1750D-VA- |13
Figure 3. Rearranged Adjoint Model
IV z III
z T + z
1 iz) n(rT 1 + 2_(oT + z (Z+4_T 1
+OJT 1Z) (7)
q- zI(2[K-I]_2TI)+ gz _ (K- 1)(K-Z)
Equation 7 is conveniently normalized by letting:
fl = 0iT 1
E-4
__JT 1 K (K - I) Range
Forcing
_ Function
L3K (K - 1)
Range
Rate
F or cing
Function
(8) |
|
|
|
For convenience a new dependent variable is defined in conjunction with 8.
n A 1 nzny (_)= (_) (TI) (9)
Substituting equation 9 into 7 results in:
2 IV
a y
+ 4a+Z_a y + 2 + 4_ a+a 2] yll+ [ 2(K-l)a ] yl
+ (K-I) (K-Z)y =F(a)
where
(1o)
(a_ K (K - i)
F(a)'_ZK(K- i)
Range Input
Range Rate Input
The particular solutions of equation i0 are determined by inspection.
These are given by:
YF =; _ Range Input
2 K Range Rate Input
K-Z
(lla)
(lib)
( I2a)
(iZb)
The four homogeneous solutions to equation 10 are designated by sub-
scripts 1 thru 4. Thus:
Y = YF + Yl + YZ + Y3 + Y4 (13)
The next portion of this discussion is devoted to determining Yl' Y2' Y3 and
Y4" The first step is to determine if series solutions of the form of equation
14 exist:
CO (h) r +p
Yn = _ Ar (P) a (14)
r=0
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TABLE 1
INITIAL CONDITIONS AND SIGNALS FOR ADJOINT ANALYSIS
Station
Initial Condition
O
R Input R Input
©
Q
®
3
K (K - I)_ 4 T 1136
z 2/i2
K (K - I)_o T 1
K (K- I)_ 2 TI/6
2 Z
(K-I)_ _i /3
(K-I)_4T}/9
3
4 TI
t0
6
2 2
K (K-I) 4
K (K - 1) 2 T11Z
K (K - 1) _Zlz
2
(K -I)_ T 1
(K - l)co4 TIZ/2
2
Q0
Signal
Z
1
b Z I
2
tO
1
-- Z II
_g
RT I
-- Z II
2.
K_
2
(TI z' -z)
1
2. TZ z=l
K (K- i)_
1 ;Z T I
2 IZ'"+2 1 z"
K(K-I) "
2
_o K(K- i)
i"2
T 1 z'"'÷TlZm ÷ ZZ"
4 2
_ T /2
1
2_ 1 T z"' + 2TZ"
K(K- I) 1
1 2
K (K- I) T1 z'l
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I
I
I
or for simplicity of notation the superscript, n, is dropped and h is sub-
stituted for r + p
o0 o0
y = _ A (p)a r+p = _ A (p) a
r r
r=0 r=0
h A-- r+p
h
(15)
Direct substitution of 15 into I0 results in the series of equation 18. For the
readerWs convenience, the term-by-term substitution is given in table 2.:
_.d4 [ i [ .]d.LA a + 4a+ 2_a2_ d3 + 2+4r_ a+a
-- da 4 J da 3 da2.
+ [2 ]d [ ](K-1)a _ + (K-I)(K-Z)
(16)
o0 _ h - 2 h 2L(y) = _. h 2 (h- i)2 A a + 2 _ (h- I) A
r--0 [ r r
[ ] h)+ h (h-l) + 2h (K- i) + (K- I) (K-2.) A ar
h-l
(17)
Next the summation is re-expressed in forms of like powers of a:
00 cO
h- 2 2 - (h-2) A r_laL(y) - _" 52. (h- 1)2 A a + _- _(h 1)2. h 2
r
r=0 r=l
(18)
c0
+ Z [(h-Z)(h-3)
r=2
+ 2.(h- 2.)(K- I) +(K- I) (K-2.)] A r_2 _
h-2
Separating those terms in 18 corresponding to r's less than two:
L(y) = pZ (p_ I)Z 2 2 p-I 2A aP-2 + p (p+l) AI_ +p (p-l)2._A a p 1
O O
h-2
+ Z a hZ(h- 1 A
r=2 r
Z
+ Z_(h-l) (h -Z) A
r-I
+ [(h-g) (h-3) + 2 (K-I) (h-Z) + (K-I) (K-Z)] Ar_Z)
(19)
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TABLE Z
TERM-BY-TERM SUBSTITUTION
Z IV
a Y
III
4ay
II
2y
Z III
2_a y
Z II
y
I
2 (K - l)a y
(X - l) (K - Z) y
h-2.
h (h-I) (h-Z) (h-3) A
r
h-Z
4 h (h- I) (h-Z) A r
h-g
Z h (h - i) A r
Z_ h (h- I) (h-Z) A
r
4 _h (h - I) A
r
h
h (h-l) A a
r
Z (K-l) hA a
r
h
(K-I) (K-Z) A
r
h
¢L
Each member of the summation vanishes provided that:
h-2
Ar(P) = - Z_ hZ- Ar_l (p) -
where
[(h-Z) (h-3)+Z(E-i) (h-Z)+(K-i) (K-Z)]Ar_z(p)
h Z (h_l) Z
(z0)
r> Z
Of course,the series solutions are not of interest unless the coefficients,
A (p), are bounded and, in fact, converge. It is therefore necessary that
r
equation 21 be satisfied for all r greater than or equal to two.
= r+p (_1h
0
(Zl)
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where
ra2
If 20 is true, 19 becomes:
p-2 2 }2L(y) = pZ (p_ 1}Z Ao(P ) a + p (p+l A
The coefficient of up- i vanishes if either
1(p)
p-I 2
+p (p-l) 2_Ao(P)
p-I
fl
(22)
p=0 (Z3a)
or
A l(p) = - Z_-(P- i)2
(p+ I)
No(P); p#- 1
in which case ZZ becomes:
(Z3b)
L(y) = pg (p_ I)Z A (p) _ p-2 (24)
O
Assuming nontrivial values of A (p), only values of p = 0 and p = 1 cause the
O
right hand side of equation 24 to be identically zero. Both roots satisfy equation
Zl and g3b. In addition the root p = 0 satisfies equation 23a. Thus two of the
homogeneous solutions to equation 10 have been determined. These solutions
will next be presented explicitly.
Solution (i): p = 0
¢0
Yl = _ A (I) _r
r
r-O
(1)
A arbitrary
o
(Z5)
AI(1) arbitrary
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Solution (I) (Continued):
A(1) =-2_ (r-Z) A (i)
r Z r-I
r
for r > 2
Solution (2): p + 1
(I)
L[(r-2) (r-3) + 2(K-1) (r-Z) + (K-l) (K-Z)]Ar_2"
2 Z
r (r-l)
cO
Yz- Z A(Z)r_r+l
r = 0 (26)
A (Z) arbitrary
0
AI(2) = zero
[( _ (z)
A (Z_'" -2_ (r-l) (2) r-l) (r -2)+ 2 (K-l) (r-l) + (K-l) (K-Z Ar_ Z
r = 2 Ar-I - 2 2
(r + 1) r (r + 1)
for r>Z
The next step is to show that equation 26 is linearly dependent with the
portion of equation 25 corresponding to A_I)." Thus equation 25 is sufficient
to represent both Yl and YZ and equation Z6 may be deleted.
L et:
B A A (z) (27)
r---- r-i
Substituting equation 27 into 26
GO CO 00
r+l _2) rY2 = Z Ar(2) a = Z A r_ a = Z
r=O r=l r=l
r
B a (z8)
r
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and
P
2_ (r- I) B . l(r-l) (r-Z) + Z (K-I) (r-l) + (K-I) (14[-2)B
r+ 1 (r+ l_Z) r [ 2 )_2r (r+l
Br-I
(z9)
Equation 29 can be rewritten as:
[(r-Z) (r-3) +Z(K-1) (r-Z)+(K-1) (K-Z)] Br_ z(r 2)
B =-z_ B -
r Z r-I 2
r r --(r-l)Z (30)
11
Examination of equations 30 and 28 shoves that equation 26 is identical with
the portion of 26 corresponding to Al(1) Rewriting equation 25:
Yl + Y2 = _ Ar_
r=O
(31)
Ao and A 1 arbitrary
(r-2) A [(r-2) (r-3) +z (K-l)(r-2) + (K-l)(K-z)]A 2_
2 r-I - [ Z _2 J Ar-2r
r r {r-1 )
The indicial equation 24 shows that both roots are repeated. This indicates
the following procedure for determining Y3 and Y4" Rewriting equation 26.
p-2
L(y) = pZ (p_I)Z A a (32)
O
Differentiating both sides of equation 32 with respect to p:
/) p2 Z p-2
_-_ L(y) = (p-l) A ° (I ine
+ 2 p (p-l) (Zp-l) A
0
(33)
Thus equation 33 is also a solution to equation i0 for p = 0 and p = i.
Returning to equation 15 where A (p) is defined by equation Z0:
r
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Y3 = 7. A (0) + Ar(0) a in a (34a)
r-0 r e
r+l r+
Y4 = _" A (1 a + A r(1) In e a (34b)
r=O r
Inspection of equation 34a shows Y3 is unbounded at a = 0, whereas equation
34b shows Y4 has an unbounded first derivative at a = 0. Examination of the
signal and initial conditions at stations O and Q in table I shows that z
and z' and thus y and y' are bounded initially. Therefore the arbitrary
constants associated with y_ and y. are zero in equation 34 and we may neglect
3 . . . °
this portion of the homogeneous so_utlon in all further dlscusslon.
The remainder of the solution is devoted to selection of the arbitrary con-
stants in equation 31 corresponding to the forcing in equation l la and l lb and
compatible with the initial conditions in table i.
a. Range Input
The leading terms of the solution corresponding to the range input are
given by equations 12a and 31.
2 3
= 0x_ + A 0 + A la +Aza + A 3a ... (35a)Y
or
2
z :0_ _i + A 0 + Al¢O_l+ A g (¢oTI)Z + A 3 (_TI)3 "'"
From table i, the leading term of z is given by:
(35b)
4 3
K (K - I) co T I
Z 1% (36)
'0+' = 36
Thus:
A0=0
A ---(_
1
A2=0
(37)
E-I2
K (K-l) ¢o
A 3 - 36
and from equation 31, given A 0 = 0, A I
A =0
2
= -_o:
Z (K-I) + (K-I) (K-Z) ] K (K - I)A3 = - 36 J - 36
which checks with equation 37.
The block diagram of figure 3 shows that the negative of the signals at
stations(_)and(_)are the impulse responses of interest in this problem.
I Z".
table i, the signal at(_)is -_-
&0
R - _2 _2 2 A (_T )r
n dT r=3 r I
I
(38)
From
(39)
co cO
R
--R = - _. r (r-I) Ar (O_Tl)r-Z = _ _,_,.
n r=3 r=2
D efining:
A 1
a = -- r (r+l) A
r _o r+l
1
a =--(r-l) (r) A
r-I _ r
1
a =-- (r-Z) (r-l) A
r -2 _ r-i
1
a =--(r-3) (r-Z) A rr - 3 _ - 2
r(r+l) Ar+ 1 (o_T 1)r - 1 (40)
(41)
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Substituting equation 41 into 40:
(D
1 R
-- ---- _ a (_Tl)
_o R r
n r=Z
r-i
Substituting equation 41 into 37:
al=0
K(K-I)
a =
2 6
Substituting equation 41 into 31:
¢0a 0_a
r-I (r-Z) r-2
r(r-l) =-2_ _ (r-l) (r-Z)
r
_I(r-2) (r-3)+ 2 (K-I)(r-Z)+(K-I)(K-2.)] ¢°ar-3
z )z (r-Z)(r-3)r (r-1
(42.)
(43)
or
a _-2__ a -[ ]l(r-l) (r-Z) +Z (K-I) (r'l) + (K'I) (K-2)I
r - r+l r-1 [j(r+l) (r) (r-l) (r-Z) ar_2
(44)
Equations 42, 43, and 44 constitute the adjoint impulse response of range
due to range noise.
2T 1
Q _ Z 'w :Similarly, the signal at is given as 2
Kc0
R ZTI GO r
- z" 2 _ aR - _ r (c°'rl)
n K¢02 r -2
(45)
and 43, 44, and 45 represent the adjoint impulse response of range due to
range rate noise.
b. Range Rate Solutions
The range rate solutions due to range noise and range rate noise are
evaluated in the same manner as the range solutions. That is, the constants
in equation 31 are adjusted using the initial condition data of table 1. These
solutions are given by:
• cO (46)
1 R r-2
--2 _ =_ b_
r
co n r=2
E-14
n r=2 r
K (K- 1)
b2 = 2
b 3 = _ K (K-l)
b -Z_ [(r-Z) (r-3) +2 (K-I) (r-Z) + (K-l) K-Z) ]r - r br-1 - r (r-l) (r-Z) (r-3) b
The solutions of equations 42, 45, and 46 were evaluated by a computer
program and are plotted in figures 4 and 5. Corresponding data outputs
from the computer program of Appendix D are circled on the figures.
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APPENDIX F
ANALOG SIMULATION FOR PILOTED RENDEZVOUS
The analog simulation of manned rendezvous is three dimensional. The
primary purpose for its initiation and use is to determine the effects of
the operator in (or across) the rendezvous control loop. All data displayed
to the pilot are representative of natural sensor outputs. No data process-
ing is simulated. The pilot, using only the data displayed (no visual contact
with the target is assumed), has full control in six degrees of freedom of
the chaser attitude and translational movements - from the simulation
initiation (at ranges up to 30. 5 kin) to the beginning of the docking phase (a
range of about 305 meters and a relative closing velocity of less than 3.05
meters per second).
The simulation computations are performed in a local-vertical rotating
coordinate system centered at the target as described in Appendix A. The
method of obtaining the complete set of equations is indicated below. The
basic equations of motion are (note, differential gravity is neglected):
"X = axT 2 COT _
"Y= ay T + 2 COT _
7,= azT
Because of analog computer dynamic range limitations and drift charac-
teristics over long time periods, the computer was scaled for a maximum
range of 30,500 meters (100,000) feet. This scaling results in acceptable read-
out accuracy at the terminal point (a relative range of 305 meters and relative
range rate of 3.05 meters per second). Another factor influencing the scaling
chosen is the noise level inherent in the machine. The important noise levels
are:
_f_ = O. 0061 m/sec (i_)
o-R = 0.488 m (Io')
-4
_. = 1.6 x 10 mr/sec (1.)
e
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Figure 1 is a flow diagram of the analog computer simulation. The com-
puter simulates the kinematics of the problem and generates the quantities
to be displayed namely, R, R and e.
I_ VS R J DECELERATION ALONG
'1 LINE OF SIGHT
• VS _ PI LOT
ePITCH YAW I Aun ACCELERATION PERPENDICULAR
I - _ I CONT_:)L TOLINEOFSIGHT/.,_c...o,.(.E,I _.,_
I LYAW ANGI,.E/ I ("' I I L_'_"°" .,,_co.._o
_ _ BOOY PITCH RATE COMMAND
I I BOOY ROLL ANGULAR ACCELERATION
DISPLAYS I B%%%MRAAT/C I BOOY YAw ANGULAR ACCELERATION
J CONTROL J BOOY PITCH ANGULAR ACCELERATION
T .
KINEMATICS
,b d
R,R,_
1750D-VA-116
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Figure i. Flow Diagram on the Analog Computer Simulation
The analog computer equations correspond to the equation of Appendix A
with the following assumptions:
a. Gravity terms are negligible
b. Higher powers of _T are negligible
c. Iby = Ibz
d. Orbital equation of motion of the target is linearized.
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For an elliptical orbit, the motion of the target is described by
CoT VTp II + e cos 0TI2
RTp 1 + e
(1)
The quantity CoT (which is a function of time and the eccentricity, e) can be
expanded in a Taylor series for a circular orbit as follows:
2 2coT
CoT (t,e) = CoT(t, 0) + e 0coT (t, 0) + e (t, 0) +
_ °
Oe 2 Oe
Assuming e is small, equation 2 becomes:
(2)
Ocot
coT (t,e) = CoT (t,O) + e (t, O)
Oe
From equation 1:
CoT
VTp(t, 0) -
RTp
(3)
(4)
(} _oT 2 VTp
-- (t, O) - (cos O - 1)
_) e RTp T
Substituting equations 4 and 5 into equation 3:
VTp VTp VTp
CoT- 2e+ 2e------- cos OT
RTp RTp RTp
VTp VTp
(1 - 2e)+ 2e cos 0
RTp RTp T
(6)
Hence, equation 6 is of the form:
¢oT = a + a cos 0o 1 T
(7)
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where,
a
o
V
TP
RTp
(1 2e)
VTp
a : 2e
1 RTp
0 = a (t- tf)T o
aot f : an initial phase shift
Equation 7 along with the approximations listed above and applied to the
equations of Appendix A, results in the analog computer model equations.
The control equations for both longitudinal and normal control, as well as
the displays and cockpit mockup used, are discussed in detail in paragraph
2. 2. 3. lb of Volume IV.
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APPENDIX G
COMPUTER SIMULATION OF ON-OFF RENDEZVOUS SYSTEM
B
a
B
B
In this appendix the digital computer program used to simulate the on-off
system of paragraph 2. 2.2 is discussed. Section I presents the symbols
used, and Section 2 discusses the assumptions and equations used in the pro-
gram mechanization.
l. SUMMARY OF NOTATION
a L
a N
e
e
g
h
I
sp
K,
M
o
M
P
R
R
0
t
K 1 ,
Longitudinal acceleration of chaser
Normal acceleration of chaser
Orientation of LOS with respect to an inertial reference
LOS angular rate with respect to inertial space
2
9.8 1 m/sec
Chaser altitude
Propellant specific impulse
and K 2 Control parameters
Initial mass of chaser
Propellant consumed by chaser because of thrusting
Chaser-to-target range
Chaser-to-target range rate
Chaser-to-target range at initiation of active rendezvous
Time
tF Firing time of chaser engines
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t
s
t.
1
_V
AV H
X, Y,
_oT
X, Y
X' Y'
P
Z
Data storage time for smoothing process
Time interval between data measurements
Velocity increment
Velocity increment required for nominal Hohmann transfer
Position components (general)
Velocity components (general)
Yaw (out of plane) attitude angle of chaser
Pitch (in-plane) attitude angle of chaser
Central angle between chaser and target radius vectors during
r ende zvous
Angular orbital velocity of target
Inertial axis system
Chaser centered coordinate system
Subscripts :
f
i
o
T
C
Value of quantity at termination of active rendezvous
Value of quantity at injection
Value of quantity at start of active rendezvous
Target
Chaser
R
II
II
B
B
I
R
II
n
2. PROGRAM MECHANIZATION
The program is based on several assumptions about the orbits of the two
vehicles. A nonmaneuvering target vehicle is assumed to be in a circular
posigradeorbit about the earth. A maneuverable chaser vehicle is assumed
to be initially in a lower altitude circular posigrade parking orbit. The
orbits of the two vehicles are assumed to be coplanar and no out-of-plane
deviations have been considered thereby reducing the problem to a two-
dimensional model.
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The nominal case has been defined to be the following. The altitudes of
the target and chaser parking orbits are 500 and 200 km respectively. The
initial angle ¢. {figure l) between the two vehicles is defined to be such that
I
a horizontal nominal thrust applied to the chaser at its initial position will
cause the chaser to collide with the target exactly 180 degrees later. The
program has been arranged so that deviations from this nominal case can be
studied. The deviations which have been considered are a deviation in the
altitude of the chaser parking orbit, a deviation from a nominal incremental
velocity vector in both magnitude and direction, and a deviation from the
nominal central angle between the two vehicles.
2. I Initial Positioning of Target and Chaser
The initial relative positioning of the target and chaser vehicles depends
upon a set of deviations from nominal which are inputs to the program. The
chaser vehicle has arbitrarily been placed on the positive X-axis at the time
when the injection into the ascent ellipse is made. The deviation from
nominal thrust level is specified by an initial velocity increment _V . Thus,
• • . O
the position and velocity vectors deflmng the ascent elhpse of the chaser are:
where
X = X
e p
Y =0
e
V = AV. sin y
xe 1
V = V + _V + AV cos y
ye yp n o
X, V
P YP
- position and velocity of chaser in parking orbit of
specified altitude.
LxV
n
Y
- velocity increment due to nominal thrust
- deviation from nominal thrust angle (see figure I}
A set of orbital elements for the chaser is calculated from this position
and velocity vector by the method described in paragraph 2.7. 2. The target
vehicle is placed in a 200-kin circular orbit and positioned initially with a
specified deviation from the nominal angle _i {figure i) between the two
vehicles.
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Figure I. Rendezvous Geometry
2.2 General Flow of the Program
Time is incremented in the program at a specified interval and calcula-
tions are performed at each time point based on simulated sensor readings
to determine when to make rendezvous achieving corrections to the orbit of
the chaser vehicle. At each time point the geocentric coordinates of both
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the target and chaser are determined by applying the method described in
paragraph 2.7. 1 to the orbital elements of each vehicle. These geocentric
! !
coordinates are then transformed into a local radar oriented X - Y coordinate
system with the origin located at the chaser. The positive X'-axis makes an
angle D with the positive X-axis and the positive Y'-axis lies in the orbital
plane in the direction opposite to the orbital motion. The angle D is expressed
as
D = tan XC
where X T, YT' XC' and YC are the geocentric coordinates of the target and
chaser.
When the chaser-to-target range decreases to 25 km, the angle D_ is used
as a reference for locking on the onboard coordinate system. The anlgle D I
is set equal to Dwhen R = 25 kin, and the X'-axisis locked at an angle D I to
the X- axis.
The coordinates of the target may be expressed in the chaser-centered
system by means of the following rotation:
[ TVx]ICOOjL+oo]F
Vy D - cos D [(YT YC ) (VyT - VyC
where
R , R , V, V =
x y x y
XT' YT' VxT' VyT=
position and velocity of target relative to
chaser in X' - Y' coordinate system
position and velocity of target in X-Y vertical
coordinate s
XC' YC' VxC' VyC = position and velocity of chaser in X-Y inertial
coordinates
The quantities pertinent to sensor observations are range, range rate, and
the line-of-sight angular rate. Inaccuracies in the sensor measurements are
simulated by superimposing random members of zero mean and specified
standard deviation upon the actual values. These observations are resolved
into X and Y components and fed into a smoothing function. The smoothing
C E
function performs a least squares fit of a specified order on a given number
of points and extrapolates the solution to the next observation point. The
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extrapolated values of R , R , i_ , R , and e are used as the control
x y x y
variables in the firing laws. The smoothing process is described in sub-
sections Z.5 and Z. 6.
Z.3 Firing Laws
The firing laws used in the simulation are designed to hold the elevation
angle close to zero by firing along the Y'-axis until the range and range rate
can be driven to zero by firing along the X'-axis.
If the rate of change of elevation angle becomes greater in magnitude
than 0.3 milliradians per second, aY'-acceleration of the following direction
and duration will be applied.
e
a = -a --
y yo
a : 1 m/sec g {acceleration due to thrust level of Y'-rockets}
yo
The X'-axis firings are designed to drive R to zero between the two
curves represented by the following inequality:
where
K
Z
K 1
Z
: Z.Z5 m/sec
: 1.5m/sec Z
Rf : standoff range (has been set to ZOO meters)
!
Firings on the X -axis are triggered when
R>
-JK2 I R- fl
Under these conditions a negative acceleration,
applied for the following duration of time.
Z
a , of-l.5 m/sec
X
is
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tF
21 J 11 Rf I
Several additional restrictions are superimposed on the firing laws to
prevent firings due to spurious noise peaks. There must be at least a 5-
second time delay betweenY'-firings and at least a 2.-second delay between
X'-firings. All computed firings of less than 2.seconds duration are sup-
pressed. When the range rate has been driven to less than 1 meter per
second, the rendezvous maneuver is considered to be completed, and the
program is stopped.
2..4 Corrections to Chaser Orbit for Firing
During periods of firing, corrections must be made to the orbit of the
chaser vehicle. These corrections are made by superimposing the effects
of firing over a short time period (I second or less) on the position and
velocity vectors of the chaser. The effects of firing must first be trans-
formed back into the geocentric coordinate system before they can be added to
the chaser position and velocity vectors. This operation can be represented by
the following rnatric equation.
VxC X C VxC
A =
Y VyC YC VyC
where
+ icesosin°l[:/2ax ax
sin D - cos _ /2 ay At Z ayAt
A A A A
XC' YC' VxC' VyC - corrected position and velocity components of chaser
At - time interval over which correction is made
The corrected position and velocity vectors of the chaser are used to
calculate a new set of orbital elements by the method described in paragraph
2.7.2.. The new orbital elements are used for subsequent positioning of the
chaser.
2.5 Noise Generation and Smoothin G
The program has been planned to provide a specified order N, of least
squares smoothing for a specified number of points, M. The noisy values
of R and R are saved for the previous M time points. At each new time
x y
point {intervals of 1 second are taken when program is in noise generating
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mode) the blocks of noisy ranges are updated by adding the new values and
dropping the values associated with the oldest time point.
It is desired to fit a function of the following form to the observed data.
a + a 1 t + az tZ + ...... a t n = R
0 n
If we express the observed data at each of the M-points in an equation of
this form we obtain the matrix equation:
" 2 n
1 t 1 t 1 ..... t 1
Z n
1 t 2 t 2 ..... t 2
1 t t 2 ..... t n
m m m
a 0
a
- n°
R 1
R z
R
m
or in the matrix form:
[A]:
When the least squares technique is applied to this system of equations a
solution for the coefficient matrix IAI is obtained in the following form.
A] = " T T T -I _ Ti%'
The smoothed value of range and range rate can now be found at the next
time point by substituting the time of the next observation into the general
equation•
g n
R n = a 0 + a 1 t n + a Z t n +... a tn n
n-1
= a + Zazt + .... n a t
n 1 n n n
|
|
|
a
|
where
t - time of the next observation
n
R - smoothed value of range at time t
n n
- smoothed value of range rate at time t
n n
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Since the onboard computer system cannot instantaneously perform the
smoothing operation the smoothed values have been projected ahead to the
next time point so that they can be used as the control variables in the firing
laws while the present observations are being smoothed.
Z.6 Corrections to Smoother Input for Firin G
During periods when the control rockets of the chaser are firing, the
acceleration of the chaser due to the firing is much greater than the
acceleration due to orbital motion. This extra acceleration would normally
tend to cause the smoother output to lag behind the actual values. However,
since the firing laws allow the anticipation of firing from one time point to
the next, the smoother input can be corrected to offset the effects of the
added acceleration.
The noisy ranges can be adjusted by adding to each of the stored values an
increment equal to the effects of the added acceleration applied over a time
period from the projected time point to the time point associated with each
stored value. Thus, if the subscript 1 represented the oldest time point and
the subscript M represented the most recent time point then the adjustment
can be expressed as:
R. = R. + {M - i + l/Z} a_t 1 <i < M
lC 1
where
R. - adjusted value of noisy range
lC
R. - uncorrected value of noisy range
1
a - acceleration due to rockets being fired
At - sample interval
These corrections are made to each of the components of range whenever
there is firing on that axis. The adjusted values of range are inputs to the
smoother and serve to keep the smoothed values in phase with the actual
values.
The required adjustment to the noisy angle is as follows. If the subscript 1
represents the oldest time point and the subscript M represents the most
recent time point then the adjustment can be expressed as
aAt Z
e. = e. + (M - i + l/Z)
zc i R
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where
e. - adjusted value of noisy elevation
1C
e. - uncorrected value of noisy elevation
1
a - acceleration normal to the range vector
At - sample interval
These corrections are made whenever there is a component of accelera-
tion normal to the range vector. Corrections are made to the noisy range in-
puts whenever there is a component of acceleration parallel to the range
vector.
Z.7 Transformations Between Geocentric Coordinates and Orbital Elements l-j
Under the following subheadings methods are discussed for transforming
geocentric coordinates to orbital elements and vice versa. Throughout this
section a system of units is used in which the mean equatorial radius is set
equal to one. The product of Newton's constant of gravitation and the mass
of the earth, K2M is also set equal to one. Symbols used in the following
subheadings are defined as follows:
ZI, ZZ, Z 3 - geocentric position components
ZI' ZZ' Z3 - geocentric velocity components
The following six parameters are referred to as the orbital elements.
a - the length of the semimajor axis
e - the eccentricity of the ellipse
_2 right ascension of ascending node (the ascending node is the
point where the satellite crosses the Z - Z Z plane, equator,
from south to north)
i - inclination of the plane of the orbit to the Z1-Z Z plane 0 <_ i _<
w
- argument of the perigee, the angle from the ascending node
to the point of perigee O-<w -< Z
T - epoch for the coordinate system and the time perigee occurred
O
1--/Paragraphs Z.7.1, Z.7.Z, and Z.7.3 are from Westinghouse Air Arm
Report No. AA-Z547-61 by Paul B. Davenport.
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When e, r and w are set equal to zero, the Z I and Z 2 geocentric coordinates
correspond to the previously mentioned X and Y coordinates respectively.
The following auxiliary parameters are also often used.
P - period of the orbit
n - mean angular motion of the satellite in the plane of the orbit
T - time of ascending node
n
2.7. 1 Geocentric Rectangular Coordinates From Orbital Elements
The geocentric position, Z, and velocity, Z, are obtained from the elements
a, e, gL, i, w, and T (see figure Z) at time t by the following:
0
n = k2M a -3/2 _:.
e
M=n(t - T )
0
the quantity M is known as the mean anomaly.
E = M + e sin E
The equation above is Kepler's equation and must be solved for the eccentric
anomaly E (see paragraph 2.7. 3). Once E has been obtained the sine and co-
sine of the true anomaly, u, (see figure 3) and the length of radius vector r are
given by
_I 2
- e sin E
sin u =
1 - e cos E
COS U --
cos E - e
1 - e cos E
Let
C
r = a (1 - e cos E)
= cos_, cos (w + u) - sin_,cos i sin (w + u)
1
C 2 = sin_cos (w + u) + cos _cos i sin (w + u)
C 3 = sin i sin (w + u)
(These are the direction cosines of the satellite.)
As stated previously, the magnitude of the product k 2 M e is set equal to
unity. It is included here to maintain the proper dimensions.
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Figure Z. Geocentric Rectangular Coordinates from Orbital Elements
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Figure 3. Geocentric Rectangular Coordinates from Orbital Elements
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where
sin(w+ u) = sinw cos u + cos w sinu
cos (w + u) = cos w cos u- sinw sinu
Then
Z.
1
Z. = r C. (i = i, 2, 3)
I i
The geocentric velocity components,
_. =k2 M _ b. {i= 1,2,3)
1 e r 1
Z., are obtained by differentiating the
I
where
b 1 = Cle sin E - _1 - e 2 cos _ sin (w + u) + sin _ cos i cos (w + u)
b g = Cze sin E -%/_ - e Z sin f2 sin (w + u) - cos f2cos i cos (w + u)
b 3 = C3e sin E +Jl - e 2 sin i cos (w + u)
Alternate expressions for the rates in terms of total velocity, V, but
requiring further calculation are given below
v V?a V/I ez z
= _ - COS
r
E
S
1
bo
: _ (i : 1, z, 3)
Jl 2 2
- e cos E
(The s. are direction cosines of the velocity vector.)
1
z. = Vs. (i=l, z, 3)
1 1
In some instances the period, P, or mean motion, n, may be given as an
element instead of length of the semimajor axis, a. In either case, a can
be obtained by one or both of the following relationships:
2w
n =--
P
n ) -2/3
a={k2 M
e
The element T (time or ascending node) is often given rather than T
0
(time of perigee).n In this case T is obtained by the following relations:
O
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-I - sinw_1- e 2
E = tan (
w e + cos w
./
_ 2
- sin w-_ e
sin E =
w 1 + ecosw
E - e sin E )To = Tn _ w wn
If E
w
negative
is in the third or fourth quadrant then it should be changed to a
angle to make the time between T and T a minimum.
n o
2.7.2 Orbital Elements From Geocentric Rectangular Coordinates
-i [ _.3 Z3 ZZ)/(ZI 3 3 ]r = tan (Z z - Z - Z 7"1 )
-I [ 3/z2 sin_)]i = tan Z cos_- Zl
-i [Z3/s (Z 1 sin_ )]• = w + u = tan in i cosfl+ Z Z
rr= zl _'I+ z2 i2 + z3 i3
2 Z Z 2
r = Z 1 + Z 2 + Z 3
V 2 "2 "2 "2
= Z 1 + Z Z + Z 3
l
a =
2/r- V 2
e = 1/a Va (rr) z + (a- r) z
Ife = 0 thenw = 0 andM = E= u = •
otherwise
-1 [_-a r:r/ (a r)]E = tan
-'7,: ,]u = tan - sin E/ (cos E- e
M = E- e sinE
W =£ - U
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In either case T
2
n = k M
e
M
T = t---
O n
is found by the formulas
0
Additional Relations
p = a(l - e Z) (known as orbit parameter)
P
r =
1 + e cos
/--
• _/a e sin E a e n sin E
r - =
r I - e cos E
J_a_ (I- ez) 3/Z
sin u =
COS U =
e
p- r
er
tan(u/Z) =J 1 + e tan(E/Z) =J I" c°s u1 - e ¥ cos u
U o2 ]tan - sin E / (cos E- e)
• _a_l- ez n_l- ez
U --
Z
r (I - e cos E) z
sin E
_I Z
-e sinu r
I + e COS u _a e
cos E
E
e + cos u a - r
1 +ecosu a e
I n
rV_a 1 - e cos E
dr
du
r e sin E
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V ___
_/r 2
Z
• 2 .2 .v/z /u + r = r-I/a
I ZZ- ZZ Z1
Z2 73 " Z3 7Z =_-a _l-e 2
el z3
cos i
sin f_ sin i
Z
e cos _ sin i
Z. 7.3 Solution of Kepler's Equation
E = M + e sin E
Let
E
O
AE
= M + e sinM (1 + e cos M)
M- E +esinE
0 0
i - e cos E
O
El= Eo +_E
If E 1 and Eo agree to the accuracy wanted then E 1 is the desired approxima-
tion to E. If they do not agree then replace Eo by E 1 and compute a new E 1.
If the calculations are being done by hand the above process becomes
more laborious as e approaches one. In this case a better value of E can
O
be obtained by plotting the two curves:
y = sinE
and
y : lie (E= M)
as a function of E. The abscissa of their point of intersection is the value
of E satisfying the equation.
Another iteration which is simpler than the one above, but requiring more
iterations for the same accuracy is
E. = M + e sinE.
i+I i
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APPENDIX H
EFFECT OF RANDOM NOISE ON ON-OFF SYSTEM
The effect of random noise on the switching boundaries of an on-off sys-
tem may be regarded as a biasing of the boundaries, provided the rate of
change of the noise time history is rapid compared to the time rate of change
of the sensed variable. In other words, the bandwidth of the noise must be
substantially wider than the harmonic content of the true value of the sensed
variable.
Figure 1 indicates the manner in which line-of-sight angular rate noise
will, in effect, give a net movement of the switching boundary. The amount
by which the switching boundary is moved must be considered on an average
basis and will depend upon the amplitude of the noise. The bandwidth of the
noise (rate of fluctuation) will affect the consistency of the apparent bias
effect. For instance, if the bandwidth is narrow with an attendant slowly
varying noise waveform compared to the rate of change of the line-of-sight
angular rate, the probability that switching will occur prior to the time at
which the line-of-sight rate reaches the boundary value will decrease. For
cases studied in which the noise bandwidth is 5 rad/sec, the line-of-sight
rate switching boundary is, on the average, biased by twice the noise level
standard deviation.
The effect of relative range upon line-of-sight angular rate control with
fixed acceleration level lateral control is given by
¢)(e) _ aN
at R
This relationship indicates that line-of-sight angular rate sensitivity
increases as range decreases. Consequently, the notion that superimposed
noise may be treated as an equivalent average switching boundary bias be-
comes less valid for any one case as range decreases. On the other hand,
the notion is valid if the switching boundary bias is averaged over a large
ensemble of cases.
The range versus range rate switching boundary is similarly biased by
noise superimposed on the sensed variables inamanner analogous to line-of-
sight noise case. FiguresZand3 illustrate the effects of range and range rate
noise.
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Figure 1. Effects of Line-of-Sight Angular-Rate Noise
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Figure Z. Effects of Line-of-Sight Range Noise
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